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Executive Summary 
 
Businesses today wears many hats, it adapts to challenges and reacts in many 
different ways to capitalise on the opportunities it discovers along its lifetime. The 
entrepreneurs that run the various functions of the business come with a certain set 
of skills but there are challenging times when they inject the existing system with 
new spirit. The research attempts to understand the intrapreneurs within sales 
functions who lead teams, projects and drive other organisational goals to finish. 
One will also see that the sales leaders are constantly evolving to the dynamically 
changing environments they have to operate within. The study explores how 
intrapreneurship can attempt to bridge the gap between the commercial insight and 
consumer insight needed for current & future business leaders while discovering 
new growth or sustained growth. This is a conscious attempt to show the relevance 
of corporate entrepreneurship to sales leadership roles with a three pronged 
approach.  
1. Closer look at existing literature related to Intrapreneurship. 
2. The practical learning experiences gathered from a successful management 
internship at a leading energy management software company focused on 
sales, strategy and marketing. 
3. And a qualitative analysis from a series of interviews with top and middle 
level management professionals who drive sales leadership. 
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1.0 Introduction 
1.1 Background:  
Motivation and rationale for the choice of the topic 
I am actively seeking employment in a software technology, internet media or e-commerce 
company. I already have an undergrad degree in commerce & and a Post Graduate Diploma in 
Business Management. About six years of my work experience revolves around technology 
sales & sales management with internet media & technology service start-ups for companies 
based in Chicago and Silicon Valley, US respectively. I intend to leverage the business insight, 
technical knowledge & the MBA education I possess to fulfill my aspirations of driving 
entrepreneurship through sales leadership within an existing corporate environment.  
My present skill set includes new business acquisition, service/product sales strategy, 
international technology sales within North America/Europe/Asia, marketing, recruitment for 
sales teams, sales collateral development, motivation & sales training. I’m also an avid user of 
customer relationship management (CRM) tools like Salesforce.com & NetSuite. Aspects of 
inside/outside sales, account management, relationship management, web-marketing, 
corporate social responsibility remain as strong areas of interest to me. My passion for crooning 
at live and recorded events makes me a professional in the music industry too. My initial 
entrepreneurial success of producing & marketing a college rock album as a member of the 
same band & producing radio jingles inspires me to do that once again because music looks 
good on people like me. I’ve also been an active supporter of social & green causes by being an 
active member of The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), Climate Campaigner for 
Greenpeace Volunteer for CRY. 
My entrepreneurial nature was further qualified when I made a few phone calls and set up 
meetings with a few business heads in London to secure an internship with an On-demand 
Environmental & Energy Management company called Hara Software Inc. ( www.hara.com ). 
It’s headquartered in the United States - Bay area & with global offices in London which is 
responsible for business operations in EMEA region (Europe, Middle East & Africa).  Hara’s 
enterprise software helps organizations reduce “organization metabolism”, i.e. the waste, 
energy, CO2 emitted by their operations. They have many competitors who fall in their space.  
All these skills & qualities about me qualify me to undertake this research project in an 
informed manner. Hara is at the intersection of high end software/information technologies 
and clean technologies and it matches the values I have built so long. I'm excited about the 
CleanTech future! 
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This management project is an attempt to understand the intrapreneurial approach adopted by 
sales leadership roles at companies today. I also hope that the management project will 
increase my prospects of leading a sales leadership role with an entrepreneurial spirit where I 
can nurture my existing skill sets & help me become an ideal seasoned professional with 
experience in sales team development, sales vision and corporate strategy. 
1.2 Research objective:   
The main aim of the research is to motivate additional research in the area of corporate 
entrepreneurship which is focused on sales leadership and sales management. The research 
hopes to engage more intrapreneurs to share their experiences while helping the business 
community across wide sectors and geographies to develop a new generation of sales leaders. 
The common theme in this research is to capture how & why corporate entrepreneurship can 
contribute to balance exploitation and exploration of sales leaders in established companies. 
Kuratko & Montagno, (1989) in Kenny et al, (2010:1) identify the significant role of the senior 
management in influencing the actions of intrapreneurs; there is also a suggestion that 
interviewing intrapreneurs may provide a manager with needed insight. The method suggested 
to analyse specific examples of successful leadership techniques that stimulate intrapreneurial 
behaviors (Kenny et al, 2010:1).  The research here tries to focus on the entrepreneurial 
opportunity within information technology organizations in which intrapreneurs can blossom. 
Researchers have said corporate entrepreneurship is dispersed across the organization and its 
units (Elfring, T. (ed.) 2005) but there is little research focused on corporate entrepreneurship 
related to technology sales.  This research also hopes to motivate established firms to pursue 
new business ventures when they represent radical innovations that differ substantially from 
the existing businesses, routines and capabilities (Elfring, 2005). Morris and Kuratko (2002) 
have added that intrapreneurs should manage expectations and never over-promise by advising 
intraprenuers to try to set the parameters of what they do and how they achieve their goals. 
Kirzner (1973) has stressed that the entrepreneur spots opportunities by being 'alert' to and 
'noticing' opportunities that are presented by the markets. 
 
2.0 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
General wisdom suggests that corporate entrepreneurship leads to superior firm performance. 
Even the literature at regular intervals in the last three decades has confirmed that corporate 
entrepreneurship is a potential way to help an organisation sustain while becoming more 
competitive. Corporate entrepreneurship can be seen as a tool introduced or pursued for 
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business development of new & innovative offerings whether it is products or services or 
processes (Kuratko, et al., 1990); Zahra and Covin, 1995:, Miles and Covin, 2002; Zahra, Nielsen 
and Bogner, 1999; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Zahra, 1991) 
A. Defining entrepreneurship. 
Before discussing different definitions that exist in the field of corporate entrepreneurship, one 
should briefly try to understand the term ‘entrepreneurship’. One of the earliest references to 
this term was made by Richard Cantillon in 1734. And to him, entrepreneurship was self-
employment with an uncertain return (McMullan & Long, 1990). Hans Landström (2008:302) 
states that ‘’Entrepreneurship is about the entrepreneur that recognizes economic 
opportunities and takes action to exploit them into a market’’. But Gartner (1990) and 
McMullan & Long (1990) indicate that Entrepreneurship has meant different things to different 
people. The evolution of the term over the years has been captured by several authors over the 
years (e.g. Gartner, 1988; Hisrich, 1986; Livesay, 1982; McMullan & Long, 1983). According to 
Schumpeter (1934), an entrepreneur is a person who carries out new combinations, which may 
take the form of new products, processes, markets, organizational forms. There is an emphasis 
that entrepreneurship is a process of undertaking various combinations. On the flipside, 
Gartner (1988:26) writes that ‘Entrepreneurship is the creation of organisations’. Each of these 
definitions has their own merits, but they communicate a different message despite their 
overlaps.  
This introduction to the concept of entrepreneurship may also guide our thought process to 
relate this concept within existing organisations leading us to the question below. Let us now 
take a closer look at the term intrapreneurship. 
B. What is Intrapreneurship? 
Intrapreneurship as a concept has evolved since it was first seen in 1980s and as concerns of re-
engineering and downsizing to spot new business opportunities started looming large 
intrapreneurship eventually lost its popularity (HBR, 1999). However the businesses have 
transformed since then and intrapreneurship has induced a new spirit (Shabana, 2010).  
Companies across the world are trying to become leaner and are searching for newer ways to 
grow and to survive in an increasingly competitive marketplace. Intrapraneurship goes beyond 
the production of ideas to actually foster new ventures--and requires training and coaching, 
incentives, and buy-in from senior levels to ensure that new businesses can really emerge. 
The entrepreneurship inside the corporation is intrapreneurship (Kuratko, Mantagno and 
Hornsby (1990:50).  According to Carrier (1996:6) the terms intrapreneurship and corporate 
entrepreneurship have almost been used implicitly to describe a situation occurring in a very 
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large business. Sharma, Chrisman and Chua (1996:16) state that Guth and Ginsberg (1990:5) 
proposed the most widely accepted definition for Corporate entrepreneurship which is – 
‘’corporate entrepreneurship encompasses the birth of new businesses within existing 
businesses and the transformation (or rebirth) of businesses through a renewal of their ideas’’. 
The concept of  
C. Need for Intrapreneurship? 
Literature has identified that corporate entrepreneurship is a feasible manner in which an 
organisation can promote and sustain corporate competitiveness. Corporate entrepreneurship 
is not only deployed to improve the organisational competitiveness but also as a 
transformational tool to transform markets, corporations and industries while opportunities for 
value-creating innovation are developed and exploited. Lumpkin and Dess (1996), Guth and 
Ginsberg (1990), Naman and Slevin (1993), Khandwalla (1987), Schollhammer (1982), Miller 
(1983). 
New Strategy Directions: Companies need to rethink their strategies in response to 
the changed economic landscape. This wheel describes the adjustments they should 
consider for each component of strategy. 
 
Figure 1 - Source: Harvard Business Review (HBR.org), (2010) 
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Pankaj Ghemawat in his work for Harvard Business Review (HBR.org, 2010) tried to 
communicate the importance of the various elements in a business function that make it more 
competitive in volatile climate. He explains that the strategy to sustain is to be very cautious 
while investing resources as times have changed after the recession of 2008. It is becoming 
increasingly relevant to adapt to the local differences that ever before if a business has to gain 
more customers before competitors connect to their drivers by understanding industry 
weaknesses. He suggests that managers understand the pulse of the price sensitive customer 
because of the market pressures while focusing on undeserved segments both in their markets 
and products. There is motivation to innovate business operations by rethinking the 
possibilities of offshoring certain business activities to specialists bringing about a change in 
their value chain and lowering price points.  There is equal emphasis given to create leaders in 
key functions scattered across the organisation and global facilities but more importantly make 
them local leaders as well. This paves way to creating a global profile and strong brand to 
restore or build the reputation of a successful organisation. 
From conventional wisdom suggests that the innovation spotlight more than often is attached 
with small and start-up companies who create disruptive products and services (StreetIQ.com, 
2011). But what does this mean for leaders of large corporates who may already have a solid 
corporate frameworks set in place. The emphasis of need for innovation was also identified by 
eminent industry experts at London Business Schools Global Leadership Summit 2011. Some of 
the comments captured from the event (London Business Schools Global Leadership Summit, 
2011) highlighted that innovation is something that needs to come from within an individual 
and is born out of self-belief. The experts felt the recent continued financial crisis has increased 
the risk adverse people over the last few years and it is strongly felt that businesses are afraid 
to step out and make a difference. Both re-innovation and transformational or disruptive 
innovation must have champions within companies because in most cases it has to deal with 
things a company is unfamiliar with. Bala Chakravarthy & Peter Lorange (2007) emphasise that 
companies desire entrepreneurial managers but also state that only few succeed because they 
need an executive sponsor; internal entrepreneurs cannot succeed without the sponsorship 
and support of senior executives. They identified that intrapreneurs cannot work alone but the 
best performance of an intrapreneur comes when the senior executives serving as sponsors 
must  
(1) Shape the renewal project 
(2) Locate a proper organizational home and 
(3) Tailor the context for implementation.  
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The top level managements have been exhorting intrapreneurship for years to renew the 
opportunities an organisation or business has to thrive in a competitive world (Chakravarthy & 
Lorange, 2007). Chakravarthy & Lorange  (2007) also say that intrapreneurship is also needed, 
because there are many executives and while few  of them are brilliant and some of them are 
‘intrepid intrapreneurs’ who can lead a corporate charge to create dazzling new products to sell 
in lucrative new markets. A stubborn challenge for senior management executives across the 
globe is how to balance the companys’ necessary concern to protect and extend strategies with 
the riskier renewal strategies of build, leverage and transform. Chakravarthy & Lorange (2007) 
suggest that the entrepreneur managers or intrapreneurs are needed when such 
transformations are in great demand within organisations across the globe. 
 
Figure 2:  Source - The domain of an entrepreneur-manager. Source: B.S. Chakravarthy and P. 
Lorange, Profit or Growth? Why you don’t have to choose, Wharton School Publishing, 2007. 
The technology advancement in the recent years is compelling companies to look at new ways 
to innovate. It is highly important for successful companies of the past to operate differently 
because the business environment is changing faster than ever. For example an analog 
company has to turn to digital, a fat food producing company has to now think of healthy 
alternatives, a highly polluting company has to suddenly deal with sustainable issues. The 
entrepreneurs of the successful companies could run out of ideas and may choose to look for 
external help to survive the challenge.  
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Emili Hwengere (2003) states that ‘there are many advantages in working with intrapreneurs in 
any organisation. Given the business environment in this day, any organisation needs people 
who can bring in new ideas and see them through.’ Pankaj Ghemawat (HBR, 2010) stresses that 
the post crisis world demands a much more flexible approach to global strategy and 
organisation. He also is vocal about the fact that firm must be more ruthless about terminating 
loss makers in the post bubble world. There is also a call to companies whose strategies 
currently emphasise smoothing differences and achieving economies of scale across national 
boundaries. And he suggests they may need to shift towards adapting to local conditions. Now 
does this also mean local intrapreneurs as well? The predictions made about the growing 
organisational power at the local country unit and the transfer of more key functions away 
from the home base suggest the need for a more diverse talent pool to reflect the new 
organisational reality (HBR, 2010:56 & 57). Is this a stronger call for intrapreneurs at all global 
locations of organisations today? There is considerable theory to be found concerning 
intrapreneurship but there is very little to be found on sales leadership which we will try to 
explore further. 
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2.1 Intrapreneurship conceptual models or frameworks (Theories) 
The studies of corporate entrepreneurship have given rise to various conceptual models to 
address diverse aspects of corporate entrepreneurship and they attempt to help one improve 
their understanding of the various challenges attached with corporate entrepreneurship.  
a. Domain model by Guth and Ginsberg 1990 
A framework to track research in corporate entrepreneurship was first attempted by 
Guth and Ginsberg (1990:5) in the following way. 
 
Figure 3 - Source: Guth and Ginsberg (1990:7) 
Venturing through the creation of new businesses with existing business or internal 
innovation, and the strategic renewal of key corporate ideas that transform businesses 
were identified as two primary types of processes in the domain model put forth by 
Guth and Ginsberg (1990:5). They emphasise that each and every element identified 
within the domain framework is vital for corporate entrepreneurship. As we see in the 
image above Guth and Ginsberg named the important elements environment, strategic 
leaders, organisation conduct or business form and performance. As they explain the 
various components of their model (Guth and Ginsberg, 1990: 7-8), one can notice the 
model tries to describe how the changes in political, technological, social and industry 
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competition bear an impact on corporate entrepreneurship. They have explained how 
the development of new technology and / or popularity of various advanced 
technologies developed by another gives rise to opportunities for new products and 
services. Competitors in an industry try to find out new combinations of resources that 
lead to competitive advantage and on the other hand each business model has their 
own potential, Guth and Ginsberg say that both these are opportunities and problems 
for corporate entrepreneurship. The critical variables that entrepreneurial behavior 
depends in business are entrepreneurial characteristics, values, beliefs and visions of the 
strategic business leaders. It is widely regarded that innovation and change within a 
business can suffer with bureaucratic structures and management processes, thus 
proving that business conduct / form influences corporate entrepreneurship. Even other 
literature confirms this phenomenon of existing bureaucratic structures and processes 
(Guth & Ginsberg, 1990; Bowman & Gatignon, 1995). Bowman & Gatignon (1995) refer 
to few other determinants of reaction time being market growth, the market share of 
the reacting firm, the typical new product development time and the frequency of 
product changes in the industry, and the market share of the competitor firm. But at the 
same time Weitz (1985, pp 233) captures that there is a need for empirical research to 
identify patterns of competitive response under a variety of conditions. The domain 
model by Guth and Ginsberg (1990) also stresses that the organisational performance 
may arise out of a crisis or a severe threat from an external party. The ability to 
anticipate the timing of competitors moves especially when introducing new products 
becomes critical in such circumstances. Both Frey (1988) and Mehrotra (1988) also have 
commented that the competitive nature of the markets is a key strategic issue in 
marketing and bears a significant impact on new product introduction. According to 
Guth and Ginsberg (1990:8), innovation and radical change may be sudden if the 
business possesses excess resources to motivate them to seize opportunities that come 
by; it must be noted that it was also identified that this performance improvement had a 
different effect on the short run because the performance orientation of many 
managements are often cited as detrimental to innovation and change. Guth & Ginsberg 
(1990) also recorded that the domain model is not empirically tested and it is necessary 
to evaluate the effects combining from the various elements identified in this specific 
corporate entrepreneurship model between organisation structure, strategy, and values 
and beliefs of organisations. 
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b. Strategic Integration framework by Covin and Slevin (1991) 
Covin and Slevin (1991) recognised that entrepreneurial behavior at organisations was 
impacted by aspects like the strategies, cultures, systems and structures within the 
business itself. Further to the research conducted by Covin and Slevin (1991:7) on the 
behaviours of entrepreneurs and the entrepreneurs’ impact on the businesses actions a 
conceptual model of firm behaviour was developed as shown in the image below. 
 
Figure 4 - Source: Covin and Slevin (1991:11) 
Covin and Slevin made a successful attempt to describe what happens before and after 
the process of corporate entrepreneurship in relation with the variables that balance 
the association between entrepreneurial posture and the business performance. They 
were referred as antecedents and consequences (1991:7). The model promotes and 
tolerates considerable amount of managerial intervention while reducing the 
possibilities to look at corporate entrepreneurship in a mysterious and unexpected way. 
Khandwalla’s work (1977) in reference to Covin and Slevin (1991:8) identified innovative, 
risk takers and proactive characteristics with entrepreneurial postures of businesses. 
Aggressive and relentless persuasion of an opportunity and ability to take ownership of 
highly risky projects with the hope of high return were common features in such 
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businesses. Companies that are entrepreneurial are proactive and this often makes 
them initiate actions which are usually followed by competitors; the first mover 
advantage is what they try to achieve. And it is also recognised that the entrepreneurial 
businesses focus on aspects like technological leadership and research and development 
which drives strategic orientation. Covin and Slevin are of the opinion that 
entrepreneurial posture can be managed because it is a behavioural phenomenon 
(1991:24). The importance of the entrepreneurial posture is further detailed when it is 
quoted (Covin and Slevin, 1991:24) – ‘’Knowing how to manage entrepreneurial posture 
will become increasingly important because the environmental conditions that ‘require’ 
such a posture are evolving rapidly’’. Entrepreneurial posture has a two way effect, its 
affects and is also affected by multiple elements in the business environment or system. 
The strategic Integration framework by Covin and Slevin (1991) gathered that the 
behaviour of the entrepreneur is at the center and an essential component of the 
entrepreneurial process. It also highlighted a strong if not absolute influence of the 
external environment on the effectiveness of entrepreneurial activity. The same study 
(Covin and Slevin, 1991) makes readers aware that an entrepreneur’s effectiveness 
comes from the entrepreneurs’ business performance and the business performance is 
function of both the individual as an entrepreneur and his or her business. The model 
identifies organisational level behaviour as an indicator of the effect an entrepreneur 
has on his or her business performance. 
Zahra (1993:7) after studying Covin and Slevin’s model critiqued it and suggested areas 
of improvement and extension to the model (Covin and Slevin, 1991). Zahra highlighted 
that the intensity, type (locus), formality, duration of the firm level entrepreneurship 
were not considered to be nature of entrepreneurial behaviour. There is an attempt 
made to explain that the exclusion of these four elements may not accurately describe 
the effect & relationship of entrepreneurial behaviour and such related activities to the 
performance of the business. This was seen as the area of focus in this critique (Zahra, 
1993). 
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Zahra suggests three specific modifications to locus of entrepreneurship for Covin and 
Slevins 1991 model (1993:9). They are: 
i. To bring in specific level of functional, corporate and business analysis into firm 
level entrepreneurship while theorising the Covin and Slevin (1991) model. 
ii. Zahra indicated the need for differentiating the stand alone ventures from new 
ventures within existing companies in a clear manner. 
iii. Zahra concludes by suggesting a third change to the model by segregating the 
international entrepreneurship efforts from domestic efforts. 
Zahra (1993:10) even mentioned that the model could assist identify the significance of 
organisational processes in shaping entrepreneurial undertakings in established 
businesses. The need to evaluate the influence of senior executives’ heritage, values, 
philosophies, and experience as potential contributors to entrepreneurial posture 
became stronger. Before Zahra (1993:12) proposed a revised conceptual framework for 
firm-level entrepreneurship as shown here below; he suggests three other changes 
(1993:13) to revise Covin and Slevin’s model (1991). 
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Zahra’s (1993:13) revised conceptual framework for firm-level entrepreneurship. 
 
Indicates a moderating effect  
Indicates a strong main effect ……………… 
Indicates a weaker main effect   
Figure 5 - Source: Zahra (1993:13) 
 
One of the new suggested changes (Zahra, 1993:12) was the need to identify financial 
and nonfinancial results of entrepreneurship. Secondly, wants to recognise that the 
financial and nonfinancial results contribute at various stages of the entrepreneurial 
initiative. And thirdly to recognise that not every firm level entrepreneurship will always 
result in compulsory growth and profitability. 
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c. Corporate Venturing Model for internally developed ventures by Brazeal (1993) 
Brazeals model (1993) focused on the long term sustenance plan with a goal motivated 
to grow the organisation by developing innovative   products, processes and 
technologies as a part of the planned process. The model pictures a united function 
between the innovative entrepreneurial individuals and the factors of the organisation. 
In other words Brazeal (1993) fosters the role of corporate innovation amongst 
employees of business organisation and also alerts that businesses should be attentive 
to combining individual values, attitudes and behaviourial orientations with the 
organisational factors while motivating and grooming them through aspects of structure 
and reward. 
The united functions of individual and organisational factors for internal ventures. 
 
Figure 6 - Source: Brazeal (1993) 
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d. The Interactive Framework of corporate entrepreneurial process by Hornsby et al 
(1993) 
Brazeal’s work of 1993 was again expanded in the same year by Hornsby, et al. 
(1993:29). It was noticed that precipitating events ignited the interactions between 
organisational and individual characteristics which ultimately lead to successful 
corporate entrepreneurship. 
The interactive framework of corporate entrepreneurship by Hornsby, et al. (1993) 
 
Figure 7 - Source: Adapted from Hornsby, et al. (1993:31) 
Hornsby, et al, (1993:29) gave certain examples of potential precipitating events that 
lead to successful corporate entrepreneurship; they could be a change in the 
management, new development of a technology, it could be a successful acquisition or 
merger or any event that aids the interaction between the corporate entrepreneurial 
individual and the factors of the organisation. There is growing support from Hornsby et 
al. (1993:29) that corporate entrepreneurship is nurtured by organisational 
characteristics. As seen in the model by Hornsby et al. (1993), the various examples of 
organisational characteristics referred to vary from management support which is vital 
in nurturing the intrapreneur, it expresses the ability to support an entrepreneurial 
individual or task. Examples of the organisational characteristics include a reward 
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system to motivate entrepreneurial work to achieve organisational goals which lay 
importance of individual contribution and responsibility to drive results from a 
corporate entrepreneur. The example of organisational structure focuses on the ease to 
a corporate entrepreneur to access the right stakeholders who matter to his or her 
entrepreneurial journey. The risk taking ability refers to both the characteristics of the 
organisation and the individual, it advices the senior management to tolerate risk of 
failure to motivate entrepreneurial behavior if they have to find a chance to do 
something radically different from their competition while doing business. Hornsby, et 
al, (1993:29) also recognise that it is important for businesses to assess individual 
characteristics of its workforce, both existing and future workforces for such 
entrepreneurial signs that identify innovative behaviour and nuture such core 
competencies that help sustain an organisation during challenges faced by business 
cycles or tough times. Hornsby, et al, (1993:31) confirms the goals of investing in this 
exercise to assess & identify the right talent because it helps organisations groom and 
nurture the right corporate entrepreneurs who show and have the ability for advancing 
the organisation in the future; and stressed that they may need necessary training as 
well. Hornsby, et al, (1993:29) stresses that the precipitating event fuels the 
entrepreneurial qualities or behaviour of a corporate entrepreneur when there are 
other conditions conducive to support such behaviour. Entrepreneurial behaviour is 
seen as a product of the interactions between the various elements of characteristics 
found in an organisation. According to Hornsby, et al, (1993), risk taking propensity, the 
desire for autonomy, need of achievement, goal orientation and internal locus of 
control are few individual characteristics that one can find in a corporate entrepreneur. 
Environmental factors of dynamism through organisational changes because of market 
fluctuations, heterogeneity through advancements of markets for product or service 
demand which are new, demand hostility through threat of business rivalry were 
examples of certain precipitating events Zahra noted (Hornsby et al. 1993:32).  Few 
other examples of precipitating events were management changes, severe moves of 
competition by competitors to increase market share, rise of advanced or new 
technology into business processes, markets or environment where the business is 
operating or plans to operate in the future, new process development, economic 
business cycles or markets conditions, variation in demand from consumers due to cost 
reduction. 
Hornsby et al. (1993), through their model confirm that the interactions between the 
three main aspects of organisational characteristics, precipitating events and individual 
characteristics result in in nurturing entrepreneurial behaviour and contribute to related 
acts. And this process leads to developing an effective business plan to plan it well. In 
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Hornsby et al. (1993:31) we see that Bruno et al, (1987) found many reasons why the 
failure of a plan for the business could have been avoided. The success of an 
intrapreneurial idea vastly rely on the following factors which can be identified in two 
ways: 
ü Resource availability – The organisation should be in a position to identify, 
resources from internally or externally before providing adequate and necessary 
training to redeploy or deploy them into the system smoothly without creating 
other problems in the process. 
ü Intrapreneurial ability – It refers to the ability of a corporate entrepreneur to 
overcome barriers, that prevent him or her from implementing an idea. These 
barriers can be both organisational barriers or individual barriers 
Corporate venturing has numerous barriers as introduced by Sykes and Block (1989:159) 
in the work of Hornsby et al. (1993:32) and have referred to promotion of compatible 
individuals, the process of business decisions taken to fix business issues, activities that 
are planned for long run, management hierarchy and its functional structures and 
policies of uniform rewards and compensation. The model suggested by Hornsby et al. 
(1993) revolves around the outcome and interactions between the different elements 
explained in the model and the success for a corporate entrepreneur to deploy an idea 
and start the innovation comes from overpowering any organisational and individual 
barriers, by having the ability to win the resources required for the success of an 
entrepreneurial venture and a good business plan that has analysed feasibility. 
e. The strategic framework by Ireland et al 2003 for corporate entrepreneurship 
Corporate Entrepreneurship is a strategy because it is an entrepreneurial behavioral 
process based on the actions performed after committing to the organisational strategic 
goals to develop present and future competencies. (Ireland et al, 2003:1). It could be a 
future business design to develop current or future competitive technologies or product 
and service offerings. The strategic corporate entrepreneurship perspective 
communicates the urge of the business to pursue a business opportunity where it 
foresees growth and profitability and it purpose to sustain in business is to compete 
effectively by adopting corporate entrepreneurship. Corporate entrepreneurship 
strategy must exist across all levels and must be engrained in across all businesses which 
must sustain through time as well (Ireland et al, 2003:1). Ireland et al, (2003) have 
demonstrated the corporate entrepreneurship strategy by the existence of three 
elements explained further. Both first and middle level managers are usually 
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contributors and so are responsible to practice or stimulate entrepreneurial activities 
and initiatives. These initiatives can be induced or initiated in manner. On the other 
hand, top level management shapes the strategic context while they manage, oversee, 
nurture and motivate entrepreneurial initiatives that come by. And their goal is to shape 
the outcome of these entrepreneurial initiatives to provide the platform for innovations 
needed to sustain product, services, processes or any administrative purposes that 
make the business more efficient or more competitive. The model also suggests that all 
managers across the organisation levels and across businesses function as innovators 
and are a part of the entrepreneurial process (Ireland et al, 2003:2). 
Strategic framework for corporate entrepreneurship by Ireland et al, (2003) 
 
Figure 8 - Source: Ireland et al, (2003:6) 
The model drawn by Ireland et al, (2003:2-3) picturises the strategic framework for 
corporate entrepreneurship as a rational response to certain triggers in the 
environment around the business. The four triggers identified were constant 
technological advancements; short life cycles of products, evolving domains of markets 
or products and high competition levels. 
Firstly, the entrepreneurial strategic vision is seen as the mindset of the corporate 
entrepreneur about his or her business who knows it is uncertain but sees benefit in 
pursuing the vision through a commitment. It assumes that these top corporate 
entrepreneurship managers through their contribution to work create organisational 
architectures to assist nurturing of entrepreneurial initiatives without their direct 
involvement but with necessary supervision. Secondly pro entrepreneurship 
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organisational architecture refers and suggests that entrepreneurial behaviour is 
encouraged through the individual and collective attributes of culture, systems, 
structures and resources. The prerequisite to corporate entrepreneurship strategies are 
pro entrepreneurship organisational structures because entrepreneurial behaviour that 
lies in the organisation is a creation of the internal environment provided by the 
business by nurturing and supporting it. Thirdly, the entrepreneurial behaviour and 
process is a result of a business plan to look for entrepreneurial opportunities 
considered or exploited by competitors; they are usually identified through a set of 
identified actions. The fourth point is a resultant of the previous actions; it is the 
entrepreneurial outcomes which are further classified into managerial and 
organisational outcomes. They are a product for implementing corporate 
entrepreneurship strategies as a result of using entrepreneurial behavior as the basis. 
The managerial outcome provide as a basis for motivation, employee morale, job 
satisfaction and retention if the result is satisfactory or above. On the other hand it can 
also prove to be an effective tool to redeploy the managerial resource where he or she 
is better suited to within or outside the organisation. The managerial outcomes with 
entrepreneurial behaviour are individual knowledge, development of skill set and 
valuable contributions to the corporate entrepreneurship strategy of the organisation. 
The organisational outcomes are focused on the organisational learning, strategic 
positioning or repositioning and even development of new or existing core 
competencies. 
Conclusion: Through all these frameworks it is clear that there is a contribution to the 
organisation as a whole by the co-ordinated effort of all the managers and resources to 
gain strategic sustained competitive advantage while developing a new set of leaders 
for the organisation. But it is not evident that these leaders could be sales leaders. 
2.2 Link between Corporate Entrepreneurship or Intrapreneurship and Sales Leadership: 
According to Hill & Lineback (2011) the first requirement for becoming a great boss is courage. 
It doesn’t just mean the courage to make hard decisions or take tough actions, such as giving 
difficult feedback, denying a promotion to someone who's good but not good enough, cutting 
popular but unsuccessful sales programs, or even laying off people when the economy goes bad. 
David, B. L. (1994) suggests that having an intrapreneur involved in developing a new venture, 
rather than a new venture division seems more likely to lead to commercial success. He reasons 
his research by saying it’s because the Intraprenuer is self-motivated, whereas a new venture 
manager has his or her role assigned. Paul Burns (2005) helps identify that leading and 
managing an entrepreneurial organisation or department is a challenge that requires some 
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distinctive skills and capabilities. He also stresses that management and leadership are different 
and distinct terms, although the skills and competencies associated with each are 
complimentary. Leadership is concerned with setting direction, communicating and motivating. 
Henri Fayol was the first person to identify elements or functions of management in his classic 
1916 book Administration Industrielle et Generale. He defined the five functions as planning, 
organizing, commanding, co-ordinating and controlling. Burns (2005) emphasizes that in a start-
up as a corporate entrepreneur, good leadership is essential while effective management 
quickly becomes increasingly important to get things done. And a larger organisation, therefore, 
needs to be both effectively led and managed. Burn’s (2005) study of the related aspects or 
corporate entrepreneurship and management leadership makes an attempt to disclose how 
intrapreneurship will shape in the coming years.  Another aspect which is seen in common is 
the entrepreneurial behaviour of using resources innovatively to capitalise on opportunities 
(Mair, 2005). It is widely seen as vital for ‘’virtually all’’ sizes and types of organisations (Morris 
& Jones, 1999; Sharma & Chrisman, 1999; Dess, Lumpkin & McGee). A change in organisation 
structure, management support of intrapreneurial efforts and resource availability were the top 
three things Kuratko, Mantagno and Hornsby (1990) highlighted for organisations who wanted 
to promote intrapreneurship. This clearly indicates the involvement of management buy-in. 
According to Gaw and Liu (2004), the middle level managers play a key role in identifying & 
developing individual contributors who show potential for becoming intrapreneurs. 
Leadership in work teams or organisational groups is becoming highly popular as companies 
expand and the concept is rapidly becoming a growing area of leadership theory and research 
(Northouse, 2010, p241). This can be related back to the work teams or organisational groups 
with regards to sales too. Susan Hill in the chapter 11 (Northouse, 2010) goes on to describe 
that the teams are organisational groups which consist of members who share common goals 
and must co-ordinate their activities to accomplish the shared common goals. This can also be 
compared with the attempt to drive common goals at the sales departments.  The author’s 
examples of groups include project management teams, task forces, and work units, standing 
committees, quality teams and improvement teams as well. Porter and Beyerlein (2000) 
identify that the study of groups actually was initiated back in the 1920s and 1930s, with 
importance of the human relations movement on collaborative efforts at work, as opposed to 
individual efforts which was previously propagated by scientific management researchers. 
Studies done in the 1950s also studied the role of leadership in these groups, but McGrath et al 
(2000) have also criticised that the early research was based on laboratory studies of 
experimental groups or field research on real-life groups for short periods, ignoring the 
contexts in which the groups were embedded in. It is noticed that much of the work in North 
American and European organizations is accomplished in teams (Aubé & & Rousseau, 2005). 
Through a study done recently, we can learn that a leader's everyday actions are one of the 
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most powerful signals to their team and organization that innovation truly matters (Dyer, 
Gregersen, & Christensen, 2011). Hill & Lineback (2011) states that the fundamental 
requirement to become a great boss is courage. Let’s see what we uncover from the sales 
experts interviewed later during detailed interview research but before that – how is really 
leadership and sales connected? 
Link between Leadership & Sales Management:   
Daniel Goleman (2000, pp. 82-83) highlights that effective leaders set strategy; they motivate; 
they create a mission; they build a culture. He also identifies that ‘a leader’s singular job is to 
get results’. Fiol and Lyles (1985) have identified that management practitioners and 
researchers have extensively propagated the need for companies to continuously modify their 
structures, programs, processes and strategies. Similarly, scholars within areas of sales 
management have stressed the prominence of deploying fresh approaches before learning and 
evaluating the best practices and disadvantages (Chonko, Dubinsky, Jones and Roberts, 2003). 
Successful sales organisations have gained a vital skill and that is – to handle rapid change. 
Burgelman (1991) says that top managements must be willing to support new programs or 
initiatives that diverge from its view of strategy and must use these to shape new capabilities 
before turning them into strengths. Weitz, Castleberry and Tanner (2001) have noticed that 
frontline sales people often provide a vital spark of divergent thought and creativity; this also 
explains how some of these sales people have today transformed into shapers of organisational 
strategy. 
Karen Flaherty (2011) says there are many kinds of sales organisations & each one of them face 
different changes and it is safe to assume that the tempo of work activity is becoming much 
faster, much more dynamic making it less predictable for a lot of sales people but may not be 
for all. Are these the intrapreneurial sales leaders for the future? Floyd and Lane (2000) 
highlight that the relative importance of the three roles largely depends on the environmental 
ecosystem the sales organisation faces. At the same time today external factors like the power 
of social media also bear an immediate impact on how leaders run their subjects and functions 
(Forbes, 2011). The eminent theoretician of management, Gary Hamel in the same article says 
“I don’t think it’s crazy to ask if your CEO is the next Mubarak,”  “The elites—or managers in 
companies—no longer control the conversation. This is how insurrections start.” Marc Benioff, 
CEO of Salesforce.com comments “This isn’t just about Arab spring. This is about corporate 
spring.” There is a strong call for present day companies and leaders to show authenticity, 
fairness, transparency and good faith. And the fears for today’s sales leadership are that their 
customers and employees may come to distrust them and potentially lead to disastrous effect. 
Customers who have a bad experience can quickly broadcast their disapproval. Prospective 
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sales employees don’t have to take a leaders word for what it is to work at a company because 
it’s easy to connect with people who are or have already worked there.  
At GE Corporation, unlike Jack Welch, Jeff Immelt thinks the best managers are great marketers 
and salespeople and not just great operators. One can see strong evidence of this in hiring 
plans through specially designed experienced commercial leadership program (GE Careers, 
2011) to induce sales & marketing talent of industry professionals with a Master’s in business 
administration (MBA) before grooming them to become future leaders to support their various 
business units to achieve sustained growth. Proof of this industry phenomenon is supported by 
Gaw and Liu (2004) as they highlight that ‘highly motivated individuals invest in continued 
education through graduate programs–such as MBAs–as well as through industry contacts such 
as networking events or industry task forces. Pankhaj also advocates that strong global 
leadership programs can help future leaders to develop, communicate and execute strategies 
when the firm has diverse markets spread across different national and cultural boundaries 
(HBR, 2010:60). And the same intrinsically motivated individuals who invest their personal time 
and effort to participate in these types of career-enriching events are those who show high 
potential to be intrapreneurs.’ A recent survey by Pew research identifies that only twenty one 
percent of the respondents thought business executives contributed a lot to the society (HBR, 
2010). However it would be interesting to know much more about how sales leaders contribute 
to the society as well. 
3.0 Research Methodology 
3.1 Research Design Data Sampling: 
Since the topic revolved around relevance of corporate entrepreneurship to sales leadership roles, the 
underlying idea was to reach out to a mix of global sales leaders who had spent considerable amount of 
time building and managing global sales teams and processes as entrepreneur or as an entrepreneur or 
maybe with experience on both ends. My professional experience revolves around selling IT enabled 
services and software to blue chip companies while being part of start-ups and mid-tiered companies. 
The carefully selected, targeted sample of sales leaders belong to the broader technology sector. It is 
important to mention that these sales leaders and CEOs have tight schedules with their calendars choc-
a-bloc with travel and meetings. Therefore, to get 30 minutes of their time and also involve them in an 
exercise which has little or no direct impact on their bottom-line has been a difficult task to achieve, 
involving multiple follow-ups across several weeks. At the same time, it must be mentioned that most 
responded favourably and agreed to help by sharing their business insights and real life experiences. In 
terms of interviewees, job titles like CEO, Managing Director, VP Sales, Director Client Development, 
Head of operations & sales roles were selected with different organisations to provide different 
perspectives on technology and technology services enabled corporate entrepreneurship initiatives. 
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Let’s take a quick tour of the respondent profiles; it’s helpful to understand their backgrounds which 
would enable us to align to the topic and scope of this project better.  
Six Sales leadership profiles 
Research methodology and assumption:   
The research methodology will be covered as indicated in the Chapter 3 of the - Table of contents. It will 
contain an introduction, the research design, the data collection procedures, and explanations of 
techniques used for information or data collection, storage, analysis and presentation as part of a 
research process in a given discipline. 
Katsicas (2009) does not specify any specific method but the book does specify several processes that 
need to be followed while conducting research methodology. These processes present a generic 
framework that can be further divided into sub-processes, that may be combined, or one can also 
change their sequence. However any task or activity must carry out these processes in one form or 
another’. 
This main objective of this research work is an attempt to understand the intrapreneurial approach & 
resulting behavior adopted by sales leadership roles at companies today and its impact positive & 
negative.  I also hope that the management project will increase my prospects of leading a sales 
leadership role with an entrepreneurial spirit where I can nurture my existing skill sets & help me 
become an ideal seasoned professional with experience in sales team development, sales vision and 
corporate strategy. 
The assumptions during research may have relevance only to software technology startups. In other 
words these findings may only be applicable to sales leadership role in an intrapreneur within a software 
technology set up. 
  
Intrapreneur Serial Entrepreneur, Intrapreneur 
& Mentor 
Intrapreneur & Entrepreneur 
1. Nick Martin, MD EMEA 
at Hara Inc. 
2. Kamalkali Mukherjee, 
Director - Client 
Development at 10 EQS 
3. Feroz Zaveri, Head of 
Sales and Operations at 
AAyuja Inc. 
1. Ajit Gupta, Founder & 
CEO of Aryaka Networks 
& Speedera Networks 
Inc. 
1. Siddhartha Agarwal, Vice 
President, Americas & 
Emerging Markets Field 
Operations at Zend 
Technologies Inc. 
2. Naveed Chaudhuri, 
Sales Management 
Consultant at 
International Centre for 
Parliamentary Studies 
(ICPS) UK 
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3.2 Data Collection and Data Collection Procedure 
The research was conducted in two stages.  
First, a systematic review of the literature was conducted.  Briefly, the results of the 
review are as follows: Ten potential candidates were chosen based on their job titles 
and professional profile, abstracts were identified and read thoroughly; from these six 
candidates were short listed based on their relevant contribution to sales leadership 
within existing organisations, this involved scanning their online profiles on 
LinkedIn.com, company websites,Twitter.com and other relevant online databases, the 
six were selected as being most relevant to this study and included as the basis for the 
review. 
Secondly, the literature review led to the creation of six common questions to be posed 
to the shortlisted candidates. The method chosen was that of a structured interview. 
Mediums included telephonic interview (for five respondents) and through emails (one 
candidate).  A confirmed time schedule was set up for each interview (these required 
repeated follow-ups). Third, the questionnaire was emailed to them a day in advance. 
Fourth, interview was carried out as scheduled. Fifth, ensured the criteria for selecting 
the interview responses was justifiable to readers. Sixth, ensured that the breadth of 
interview candidates was important in terms of sector, geographic sphere and maturity.  
The profiles of the candidates have been described in detail above. When conducting 
the interviews, each interview was taped and then transcribed. One out of the six 
interviews conducted was recorded through email.  
Below is a summarized version for all questions per respondent. This data will then be 
used in the next section while analysing the data further. 
3.3 Data Interpretation & Analysis 
The data will be measured and analysed in reference to how significant, generalizable, 
reliable and valid the findings are within the scope of the topic (Wisker, 2008, Miles and 
Huberman, 1994, Robson, 1993).  
Significance: In statistical terms, this means the likelihood that a result could have been 
discovered by chance or how statistically significant it is. (Wisker, 2008). The term 
‘significance’ in this case connotes it has some meaning, some weight in relevance to 
the area of study, i.e. relevance of intrapreneurship to sales leadership. It is interesting 
to note that out of six respondents, everyone believed that intrapreneurship is an 
important aspect and while it is important within the sales function, it can also be an 
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effective practice across the board, across all functions. While most believed that as the 
company grows and more standardization creeps in, ‘thinking out of the box’ may not 
always be practical, however, nurturing the creative spirit through these corporate 
entrepreneurs was an effective way to push the company north through constant 
innovation, fresh perspectives and the ability to listen and understand customer vibes. 
Most felt that intrapreneurs may play different roles at different stages of organizational 
evolution, more critical during the early stages. The importance does not diminish as the 
company matures but the settings change with more budget available. Within an 
established company, an intrapreneur continues to help evolve the solution while in a 
start-up; he helps with the go to market strategy and contributing towards building an 
effective solution which has buyers in the market. One respondent interesting felt that 
this concept becomes more feasible in mid to large sized organizations as in a start-up, 
usually few wear multiple hats and perform a variety of roles irrespective of sales or 
marketing or human resource functions due to limited funds. This view was however not 
shared by the others.  Each of the respondents felt that there is no clear trend between 
how people pursue entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship and that it is extremely 
subjective. A few go out and start up after gaining experience in an established 
corporate environment, few continue to enjoy exploring and contributing within a 
company and some like building and developing their own ideas without being bound by 
a corporate. 
Generalizability - The area of study closely looks at sales leadership within the 
technology companies by drawing upon relevant theories of corporate 
entrepreneurship. Elements like dynamic market conditions, shifting consumer patterns 
and therefore an increasing need for the leadership to be armed with skillsets to adapt 
and map value propositions accordingly can be adopted practically in any industry. Sales 
is known to be one of the key functions of an organization, critical to its existence. It 
becomes imperative to understand how interpreneurs can scale and continue to 
consolidate this arm through peer and subordinate training, innovation, new thoughts 
and real time feedback which comes from listening and understanding the pulse of the 
market and its audience. 
Reliability – The data has been gathered from six respondents who have been in sales 
for many years. The mix is healthy in terms of geographies – developed and emerging 
economies, individuals who have entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship experience 
within global start-ups and brands. However, the limitations of the research process will 
need to be taken into the account. The same is discussed in the next section.  
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Extract of every interview conducted 
Nick Martin, Managing Director, EMEA at Hara Software 
Most businesses find their ability to identify & innovatively exploit opportunities 
decreases as their business moves from the entrepreneurial to growth phase. Do you 
think intrapreneurship is one of the better ways to solve this problem?  
Yes, as the company grows, it tends to become more process driven, process bound and 
the original entrepreneurship in the form of drive, energy, vision is often replaced by 
elements of discipline, cost control, repeatability, and usability. If intrapreneurship can 
be properly constructed and managed – brings new ideas with some degree of flexibility 
and autonomy. It enables new recommendations, while allowing the machine to run.  
Can you tell me more about the importance of an intrapreneurial leader within your 
sales function? 
Relating back to experiences at Hara, the company evolved from a start-up to small 
company. The traffic sales management approach with cut out management techniques 
might not be the accurate answer. There is a need for intrapreneurs as things change 
quickly who can excel at market, messaging, awareness, connect with right 
partners/prospects, across the board. In sales, creativity in terms of how to reach 
markets and understand how you meet the need. In a well formed market/long term 
existing company, needs and solutions are well defined – then it’s all about process and 
sales. Hara is a new market – no experience with previous buyer pattern. If you do not 
react, you can fall behind. Intrapreneurial sales approach enables understanding of what 
the bolts are and how to package in a way to make it palatable to target audience. 
Intrapreneurship is usually associated with very large businesses but some think 
otherwise. In your opinion, what can small companies or even start-ups gain or lose 
from introducing intrapreneurs into their sales functions?  
It is always a good idea to listen to other bright people, in a small company – a great 
thing when you form anything from a canvas approach, filter the relevant information; 
you need to be challenged, have others’ inputs. Internships are a great way of injecting 
those insights at low cost. At Hara alone, there were around ten interns hired in the US 
and one in the UK in the summer of 2011 from top universities. 
The downside can be too much chaos; can distract stakeholders from key business 
challenges. It could also be time consuming to manage such exercises. This needs to be 
managed and measured by the leadership. 
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Top three traits of an intrapreneur who runs/ran sales leadership for you? Good bits & 
challenges. 
Since the market is dynamic, understanding the market and the changing needs in an 
evolving market is important for an intrapreneur within the sales function. The second 
most important trait would be to be able to challenge the organizations’ thinking in line 
with knowledge about your customer/be prepared to make a clear set of points. 
When one gets down to an opportunity level, think creatively, it is important to think 
creatively. A  sales leader needs to foster that spirit. Selling a new solution in a new 
market can be different to selling in a well formed market. One needs to tweak the core 
competency creatively, sometimes breaking process to a point is necessary. 
Do you think intrapreneurship is a natural progression into entrepreneurship, or is it the 
vice versa or do they stand alone? 
There is no clear cut path.  It is easy to be an entrepreneur using someone else’s funds. 
It goes both ways. Somebody without access to funds and less experience can gain 
confidence and knowledge to go to market. For many, the case of ‘once an 
entrepreneur, always an entrepreneur’ also holds good. Quoting the example of Steve 
Jobs, who was moved from Apple, started another company which got acquired by 
Apple and he was back at the helm. It is not a definitive situation. 
Finally what is your ideal definition of present day Intrapreneurship? 
A flippant answer would be a corporate entrepreneur is one without funds – drive, 
ambition to run an initiative with a defined professional role by large companies, not 
necessarily wanting to go on their won or take the fullest risk, at the end exploiting 
similar traits and talent, growing area. At companies like IBM or HP, incubation (sitting 
alongside a core business) gives you a taste for it, they are the businessman, not the 
process guy who is about numbers, pipeline etc. 
Naveed Chaudhuri, Consultant at International Centre for Parliamentary Studies 
Most businesses find their ability to identify & innovatively exploit opportunities 
decreases as their business moves from the entrepreneurial to growth phase. Do you 
think intrapreneurship is one of the better ways to solve this problem?  
Having spent close to two decades in the sales function, one understands that it is a 
highly competitive space. Most organizations fail to sustain because they do not identify 
their competitive advantage. Intrapreneurs within sales functions can do just that; help 
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create a new space. It becomes increasingly important especially during the current 
global economic turmoil. 
Can you tell me more about the importance of an intrapreneurial leader within your 
sales function? 
Everything comes from leadership. My methodology is to create a team that would 
think a way I do, how to visualize, how to move forward, how to ask pertinent questions, 
how to identify sales and process. An intrapreneur within the sales function is someone 
who is imparts this sales knowledge and is a force multiplier. The role is culture specific, 
is dependent on geographies, sectors and industries (public as opposed to private etc). 
Intrapreneurship is usually associated with very large businesses but some think 
otherwise. In your opinion, what can small companies or even start-ups gain or lose 
from introducing intrapreneurs into their sales functions?  
In smaller companies, there is a tight grip on budget and this structure does not always 
necessarily complement the model. It is really the medium to large scale organizations 
who benefit from the structure.  
Top three traits of an intrapreneur who runs/ran sales leadership for you? Good bits & 
challenges. 
Sales is a people business. People need to be trained well and intrapreneurs should have 
the ability to train counterparts well. Without the right set of people, any amount of 
advanced tools and technologies does not make a significant impact. The intrapreneur 
within the sales function and clearly not limited to this function needs to be well read, 
well aware of market and industry trends, needs to understand customer requirements 
and allow himself to be befriended by the customer.  
Do you think intrapreneurship is a natural progression into entrepreneurship, or is it the 
vice versa or do they stand alone? 
It’s an individualistic approach and can go in either direction. There is no hard and fast 
rule. 
Finally what is your ideal definition of present day Intrapreneurship  
It’s all about employee initiative to undertake something new within the boundaries of 
an organization.  If practiced and managed well, it can have a positive influence in terms 
of sales revenue and sales approach. 
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Siddhartha Agarwal, VP Americas and Emerging Markets, Field Operations at Zend 
Technologies  
Most businesses find their ability to identify & innovatively exploit opportunities 
decreases as their business moves from the entrepreneurial to growth phase. Do you 
think intrapreneurship is one of the better ways to solve this problem?  
The idea makes a lot of sense from the angle that people from outside bring in a fresh 
perspective that may help tap missed out opportunities. It often happens that when one 
is with an organization for a few years, one stops looking at the world from outside. This 
set of sales intrapreneurs are able to ask questions that you don’t think about as one 
becomes seasoned with product with specific features, certain geographies with 
increased tenure.  
One the flipside, it is important to note that ramp up could be slower but differs on a 
case to case basis.  At this point it often helps to have someone who understands the 
market and the customer base better. 
Can you tell me more about the importance of an intrapreneurial leader within your 
sales function? 
When an organization is young, coin operated sales intrapreneurs don’t necessarily add 
value especially with reference to contributions in the areas of product development 
and management. A leading speaking at Stanford University spoke about the 
‘Renaissance Salesperson’ who understands what the opportunities would be, 
translating that to a larger organization, create new opportunities, who we could sell to 
and what value it will bring, especially when one is growing in the non-linear direction. 
Intrapreneurship is usually associated with very large businesses but some think 
otherwise. In your opinion, what can small companies or even start-ups gain or lose 
from introducing intrapreneurs into their sales functions?  
In a start-up, everyone is ideally an entrepreneur. Look at Apple’s entry into the mobile 
phone market with iPhone or Facebook’s entry, it created disruption, the ability to listen, 
and the understanding of how one can play to this disruption and to see it coming is 
important. From a sales perspective, it is highly important as it is the front line of the 
organization, in touch with prospective customers. 
Top three traits of an intrapreneur who runs/ran sales leadership for you? Good bits & 
challenges. 
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One of the top skills for a sales intrapreneur would be excellent listening skills, especially 
when one is trying to identify an opportunity. If one is talking for more than twenty 
percent of the time, he or she is missing out on key buying signals. The second trait for 
an interpreneur within the sales function would be presence of a creative notion, the 
ability to address customer issues through strategic positioning of value proposition of 
the solution. 
Last but not the least, the ability to structure deals intelligently where one is balancing 
company interests to maximize dollars and the risk for the customer at the same time is 
crucial. This point becomes more critical at smaller organizations without a solid 
clientele where customer risk is a larger element of selling. The intrapreneur in the sales 
organization should be able to create the right incentives for both company and 
customer.  
Do you think intrapreneurship is a natural progression into entrepreneurship, or is it the 
vice versa or do they stand alone? 
There is no real difference in terms of skill sets though the objectives might vary 
depending on the size and stage at which the organization is.  
Finally what is your ideal definition of present day Intrapreneurship  
The ability to listen to the market and identify a need that isn’t being serviced, and 
being able to move the organization, to deliver to that need, to create exponential value 
for the organization in return of the investment they made.  
Ajit Gupta, CEO, Founder and President at Aryaka Networks  
Most businesses find their ability to identify & innovatively exploit opportunities 
decreases as their business moves from the entrepreneurial to growth phase. Do you 
think intrapreneurship is one of the better ways to solve this problem?  
The size of the company does not necessarily impact the ability to create and deliver 
innovatively deliver solutions and is not dependent on the company size. It is up to the 
leadership team to continue to find ways and find the people with that ability. 1/100 
individuals across the board – how you find, nurture and how many can you find? 
Can you tell me more about the importance of an intrapreneurial leader within your 
sales function? 
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Intrapreneurs are far more important at the stage when the company is growing with 
right sensibilities and entrepreneurial spirit. When companies grow and scale, bulk of 
these intrapreneurs need to be groomed, if the first lot right, the organization usually 
has a strong platform. Intrapreneurship within sales context but not limited to, is all 
about taking an idea, execute quickly, and make things happen. The importance does 
not decrease with time and is no less important at later stages. Successful organization 
usually has a larger group of such individuals. It goes back to the point where few 
people in the organization are responsible for making the biggest impact. 
Intrapreneurship is usually associated with very large businesses but some think 
otherwise. In your opinion, what can small companies or even start-ups gain or lose 
from introducing intrapreneurs into their sales functions?  
One needs corporate entrepreneurs everywhere including sales. But the challenge is 
only few have the talent, few are gifted.  When the organization reaches some level of 
maturity, the out of the box thinking often gets replaced by structure, standardization 
and discipline. This could potentially bottle up intrapreneurs’ creative energies creating 
negative vibes. At this point, it could hurt companies to have entrepreneurs in those 
roles. It gets in the way.  
Not being able to contribute, they get frustrated. A lacking sense of ownership, financial 
reasons or other factors within the internal or external environment may give rise to 
dissatisfaction, causing them to move out. These situations exist and pop up from time 
to time, but rarely. 
Top three traits of an intrapreneur who runs/ran sales leadership for you? Good bits & 
challenges. 
Raw intelligence which can be moulded, the ability to think out of the box and create 
change is important. Also critical would be the skill set to simplify complex solutions and 
deliver in a clear, consistent fashion across all inter and intra organization levels.  
Do you think intrapreneurship is a natural progression into entrepreneurship, or is it the 
vice versa or do they stand alone? 
There is no hard and fast rule though in my opinion most fall in the bracket of having 
worked at organizations and then wanting to try their hands at doing it themselves, on 
their own. Then there are those who fall under the classic bracket of ‘once an 
entrepreneur, always an entrepreneur.’ Some just like it better when practicing 
corporate entrepreneurship.  
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Finally what is your ideal definition of present day Intrapreneurship? 
An intrapreneur is one who works with limited budget, limited resources and create 
something worthwhile, something new, something totally game changing within a 
corporate environment.  
Feroz Zaveri, Head of Sales and Operations at AAyuja, Inc.  
Most businesses find their ability to identify & innovatively exploit opportunities 
decreases as their business moves from the entrepreneurial to growth phase. Do you 
think intrapreneurship is one of the better ways to solve this problem?  
Yes, just because a company has moved to the growth phase, it does not warrant 
moving out of one’s entrepreneurship phase. It’s an on-going process. 
Can you tell me more about the importance of an intrapreneurial leader within your 
sales function? 
From real time experience, intrapreneurial leaders facilitate a scalable approach to 
growing and doing business.  Let’s say in a start-up, if one has 60 employees across 
fifteen different key customers, each account is to be treated like a profit centre. The 
end goal would be customer delight for each client.   
Intrapreneurship is usually associated with very large businesses but some think 
otherwise. In your opinion, what can small companies or even start-ups gain or lose 
from introducing intrapreneurs into their sales functions?  
Since our company into technology sales acceleration, the solution provided is also sales 
services. One direct way of creating leaders is by going with the principle of giving more 
responsibilities to better performing sales people. The organization needs more 
superstars. It is to be kept in mind that this simple equation might not always click; good 
salespeople might not necessarily make good intrapreneurial leaders. However, going 
by the basic assumption, the organization loses individual performance. In the mid to 
long term, this approach pays off and outweighs immediate disadvantages.  
Top three traits of an intrapreneur who runs/ran sales leadership for you? Good bits & 
challenges. 
A few key traits would include the ability to strike a balance between business and 
people, knowledge and understanding of when to focus on the customer, numbers, 
person behind numbers. The human element is important. Lastly, as an overall blanket, 
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desire is a key trait as well. It can be just the physiological need to excel at something, 
do more, do better.  
Do you think intrapreneurship is a natural progression into entrepreneurship, or is it the 
vice versa or do they stand alone? 
It’s not a black and white situation; there could be different drivers to both. The choice 
is very subjective and cannot necessarily be bracketed under a specific trend.   
Finally what is your ideal definition of present day Intrapreneurship  
I have come across this term for the first time, so can’t really define it at this stage. 
Kamalkali Mukherjee, Director, Client Development at 10EQS  (Done through email) 
Most businesses find their ability to identify & innovatively exploit opportunities 
decreases as their business moves from the entrepreneurial to growth phase. Do you 
think intrapreneurship is one of the better ways to solve this problem?  
It could be true. At the same time, I doubt whether creativity and innovation gets stifled 
as the company grows, look at Google or Facebook or even GE, they are constantly 
exploring new streams of revenue generation. According to me, intrapreneurs are 
effective organizational leaders either in small, medium sized businesses or large 
organizations who drive and execute positive change. They are critical to an 
organizations’ sustenance and hence needs to be nurtured. 
Can you tell me more about the importance of an intrapreneurial leader within your 
sales function? 
I have consciously spent time in the start-ups I have worked at, to groom next 
generation sales leaders. Sales is one of the key wheels of the organization – this can 
make or break an organization. At the same time, it is about people. Interpreneurs 
within my sales function enable scaling the business through force multiplication. It 
creates more training experience, freeing up time of senior leaders for business critical 
pursuits. An interpreneur within the sales function also acts a focal point of change and 
innovation through his constant touch and feel of customer requirements and feedback. 
Intrapreneurship is usually associated with very large businesses but some think 
otherwise. In your opinion, what can small companies or even start-ups gain or lose 
from introducing intrapreneur into their sales functions?  
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When you are forming a company, laying the foundations, the role of an intrapreneur 
becomes more critical – you are thinking on your feet, gauging the market potential and 
wearing multiple hats. In a larger organization, intrapreneurial sales people are 
constantly responsible for sensing the customer pulse, foreseeing disruption and helping 
evolve the solution constantly.  
Top 3 traits of an intrapreneur who runs/ran sales leadership for you? Good bits & 
challenges. 
Traits of an interpreneur within sales function would include the ability to grasp a large 
amount of information and deliver quickly and effectively, ability to groom and create 
new leaders and a passion to question, challenge and offer solutions that help make the 
end solution stronger with time.  
There are times when the salesforce and the sales processes need to be standardized to 
create scalability; this might sometimes not go down well with free spirited sales 
focussed interpreneurs creating a mismatch of expectations. To manage such situations 
can be time consuming and could potentially outweigh the benefits. 
Do you think intrapreneurship is a natural progression into entrepreneurship, or is it the 
vice versa or do they stand alone? 
It is very hard to put a finger to it. It is not necessarily a natural progression but can, in 
many instances become instrumental in providing the intrapreneur with the relevant 
skill-sets and the necessary knowledge to start out on her own.  
Finally what is your ideal definition of present day intrapreneurship? 
The concepts of entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship are similar with respect to traits 
and talents but for their external settings which includes risk (predominantly financial), 
absence or presence of corporate boundaries. 
Please note: The above data is mostly excerpts and includes some sentences as 
summaries of pieces of conversation. 
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4.0 Findings and Discussion 
4.1 The Limitations 
Limitations of the study are as follows 
ü The target audience was chosen from the technology sector based on my area of 
experience. While the area of sales is common to most sectors, views on 
intrapreneurship may vary. The technology sector, as such, is glamorized by start-ups 
and innovation. 
ü Out of six respondents, only one respondent is a woman, not implying that studies 
would differ based on gender as views were more or less consistent across all but it 
would have been interesting to get insights from more female leaders.  
ü Again, the sample was chosen to include a breadth of subjects but sometimes, it may 
still be important to carry on research extensively with more respondents. 
ü Not much has been explored academically connecting sales leadership and 
intrapreneurship though they have been approached separately. Validation could 
become stronger in the presence of more literature.  
Since the interviews have been mostly telephone based and one email based, one can’t 
rule out the impact of ‘noise.’ 
4.2 The Respondent Profile 
Respondents’ Profiles: 
Nick Martin, Managing Director, EMEA at Hara Software has spent close to two decades at IBM across 
a variety of sales management roles which included departments like competitive win-backs, process 
and petroleum sectors, enterprise software sales and retail store solutions. Prior to Hara, he was 
working at Verisae in the capacity of Managing Director, EMEA.  Verisae is a sustainability resource 
planning software company within similar industry bracket as Hara. Hara seemed to be an obvious next 
choice where Nick managed entire EMEA sales and operations for this American mid-sized company 
with a star-studded clientele.  Hara also managed to recently raise 45million USD in venture capital and 
expanding their global footprint. Nick becomes an interesting candidate for this project due to his 
expansive sales experience both in large enterprises like IBM and within mid-tiered companies and start-
ups like Verisae and Hara. It would be valuable to see how compared and contrasted views of large 
enterprises and smaller firms and relate them back to approach towards interpreneurship and sales 
leadership roles. Nick holds a degree from the Henley School of Management.  
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/nicksmartin 
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Siddhartha Agarwal, VP Americas and Emerging Markets, Field Operations at Zend Technologies was 
an obvious choice given his experience of building successful start-ups as well as working within large to 
mid-sized corporate environment. ‘Siddhartha Agarwal is responsible for Zend's direct and indirect 
revenue channels in the Americas (United States, Canada and South America) and Asia Pacific, with 
focus on growing Zend's business in emerging markets, such as India, Brazil and China. Siddhartha brings 
15 years of experience engineering, building, and selling enterprise software products and services. 
Prior to joining Zend, Siddhartha was vice president of sales at Solidcore Systems, where he 
instrumented the company’s transition from an endpoint security solution to a budget relevant 
compliance solution, enabling a dramatic acceleration in revenues. Before Solidcore, Siddhartha defined 
and managed the portfolio of remote infrastructure services for Totality Corporation (acquired by 
Verizon/MCI), later managing their east coast business as regional vice president of sales & services. 
Prior to Totality, Siddhartha founded companies such as Teamscape (acquired by Peoplesoft) and 
Contractor Online as vice president of engineering/CTO. Prior to these entrepreneurial initiatives, 
Siddhartha was director of development at Oracle, for Oracle's CRM eCommerce product, Internet Bill 
Presentment and Payment. Siddhartha holds a master’s in computer science from Stanford University, 
an engineering bachelor’s in computer science and economics from California Institute of Technology, 
and a bachelor’s from Grinnell College. ’ (Zend Technologies, 2011). Siddhartha’s inputs would be critical 
given he has been look at sales leadership roles both as an entrepreneur and as an interpreneur. 
http://www.zend.com/en/company/management/ 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/siddharthaagarwal 
 
Naveed Chaudhuri, Consultant at International Centre for Parliamentary Studies brings more fifteen 
years’ of sales experience under his belt. Before starting to work as a consultant for Parliamentary 
Studies, he has worked across aggressive sales functions within the publishing and internet media 
industries.  Naveed was a General Sales Manager at SPG Media for several years overseeing eight 
publications and 40 staff members, post which he moved to MICG Publishing (online conferencing and 
eMedia publishing) as Sales Director. Having worked in London for several years, he moved to India 
which has been one of the leading emerging markets to work at Industry IDS (internet media) as a Sales 
Director and gathered hands on experienced in the offshore-onshore sales management experience 
while acquiring some of the leading brands as customers. Have almost a six year stint with IDS, he joined 
Newsdesk Media Group as Head of Sales in London and managed four official financial publications like 
London Stock Exchange, Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Futures & Options, Depository Trust & Clearing 
Corporation, and G-8 Summit. He was with Progressive Digital Media Group as Head of Sector, 
Outsourcing, in charge of all sales operations and marketing in London, Tokyo and India, in partnership 
with PricewaterhouseCoopers, Eversheds LLC and IBM. He holds a masters degree in Political Sociology 
from the London School of Economics and Political Science. Naveed has been an interpreneur during his 
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career while practicing sales leadership with mid-sized companies and start-ups, working in multiple 
geographies.  
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/naveedchaudhuri 
Ajit Gupta, CEO, Founder and President at Aryaka Networks, ‘he is responsible for building the Aryaka 
vision and guiding the company’s strategy. He has more than 25 years of experience in management, 
sales, support and professional services. Prior to Aryaka, Ajit founded AAyuja Inc., a Strategic Technology 
Sales Acceleration company, serving as its CEO. Ajit achieved notable success for the creation of a world-
class Internet company, Speedera Networks, in 1999. Under his leadership, Speedera became one of the 
fastest growing private companies in Silicon Valley and in the North American technology industry in five 
short years, as ranked by both Deloitte & Touche and PricewaterhouseCoopers. In 2004, he successfully 
launched Speedera India in Bangalore to drive the company’s accelerated global expansion. Speedera 
was acquired in 2005 by Akamai Technologies (NASDAQ: AKAM) for a stock transaction worth more than 
$500 million. Ajit has also held various positions at Oracle, Sybase and Resonate. 
Ajit holds 12 patents for technology that brings together content delivery and global traffic management. 
He is well-known among his industry peers, and has been a speaker at a number of key conferences 
around the world, including the Red Herring and TiEcon conferences, Kagan Digital Media Summits, 
Datacenter Ventures events, Streaming Media conferences, and other popular trade shows and 
exhibitions. He is a founding board member of the IIT-Roorkee Heritage Fund. Ajit holds a graduate 
degree in electrical engineering from the University of Alabama and an undergraduate degree in 
electrical engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee, India. ‘ Ajit’s insights have added 
to the overall study by looking at how an enterpreneur looks at the relationship between sales 
leadership and corporate intrapreneurship, how sales leaders have played a significant role within his 
start-ups and how he has groomed and developed sales leaders at his organizations. 
http://www.aryaka.com/company/executives/ 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ajitgupta 
Feroz Zaveri, Head of Sales and Operations at AAyuja, Inc. is a senior sales professional who has spent 
considerable time in a variety of business development roles across mid-sized firms and start-ups. Prior 
to his role at AAyuja where he has spent five years and eventually grown into a leadership role, he has 
worked at Pelorus Consulting and IntelleSecure Networks within sales functions. He holds an 
undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering from Visvesvaraya Technological University, India. 
Feroz was an ideal pick as he had evolved as a sales leader within a competitive and entrepreneurial 
start-up environment. His insights would be valuable to understand the link between corporate 
entrepreneurship and sales leadership as he is grooming new sales leaders in a scalable model. 
http://in.linkedin.com/in/ferozz 
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Kamalkali Mukherjee, Director, Client Development at 10EQS brings on board close to a decade’s 
experience in client relationship management and sales across technology services and internet sectors 
both in international and emerging markets building and scaling effective teams and processes.  
Currently, Kamalkali leads global client development efforts out of London for 10EQS which is a Swiss 
based management consultancy company on the cloud. Prior to 10EQS, she was a Regional Manager 
with Groupon, UK & IE managing sales and operations for multiple cities within the country. She has also 
spent considerable time with another mid-sized eCommerce company, Mercantila Inc. (another Bay 
area, San Francisco start-up) heading up their account management team.  Kali has spent three years 
with AAyuja, Inc., another American start-up managing sales and marketing projects for global blue-chip 
clients. She also led marketing efforts for the company. Kali started her career in sales with Dell. She 
holds a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, English Literature and Psychology, a Post Graduate degree in 
Marketing and Advertising and is currently pursuing her Executive MBA from the University of 
Nottingham. The fact that she has taken on sales leadership roles for both global brands and start-ups 
make her views valuable for this study. 
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/kalimukherjee 
 
 
4.3 The Internship experience 
The experience of the MBA (Master of Business Administration) intern as an intrapreneur 
(Note: This is an individual experience and will refer to myself as a management intern or MBA 
intern or intern or internship candidate) 
The internship candidate chose Hara, a leading energy management solutions company over 
other internship opportunities to do his management project because of the growing 
importance & awareness of the energy crisis and related issues which the world’s businesses 
and governments are focused on solving at any cost (AWEA.org, 2006). Even leading industry 
reports (Verdatix.com, 2011) have projected significantly high growth opportunities in energy 
management initiatives across the globe. In UK alone the carbon & energy software spend was 
projected to reach $46m in 2011, large UK firms have been forecasted to spend $110m on 
carbon & energy software in 2013. And the intern also was aware that software suppliers with a 
UK presence will benefit from market growth (Verdantix.com, 2011). The relevance of the 
Hara’s business objectives of reaching out to every organisation around the world to use Hara’s 
energy management solution matched the internship candidates career goals and 
complimented his past work experience of driving leadership through sales and business 
development within an existing organisation (Morris et al, 2001:348). Morris et al (2001: 348) 
states that ‘’At the level of an individual manager or employee, the concern is whether the 
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personal and career related benefits are worth the career related risks, the stress, the 
emotional commitment, and the extensive time involved in doing something entrepreneurial ’’ 
Venkatraman (1997) noticed that when an individual with prerequisite set of skills, insights, 
aptitudes and situations are not widely dispersed but at the same time neither constant; this 
increases one’s ability to link between a specific knowledge and a business opportunity. Kirzner 
(1973) has stressed that the entrepreneur spots opportunities by being 'alert' to and 'noticing' 
opportunities that are presented by the markets. 
Soon the MBA interns meetings with the senior management at Hara qualified his candidature 
amongst other potential candidates. The intern also leveraged his professional business 
network by using the technology of social networking tools like LinkedIn.com to connect with 
the right stakeholders that mattered in the decision making to influence the successful hiring of 
his candidature over other candidates. 
Hara was clearly expanding its offices across the globe within Europe, Middle East, Africa (EMEA) 
and Japan by opening up new offices to cater to the needs of the potential customers locally. 
After a successful round of C series funding, it had just kick-started its journey to move out from 
its startup phase to enter into the growth phase. They had just limited resources working in 
their EMEA offices based in London who worked relentlessly on multiple tasks to address the 
needs of the markets they served. There was no particular road map that defined the path to 
the end goals given to the intern when he began work. But it was focused on boosting Hara’s 
chances of identifying new opportunities and scale the operations higher with efficient 
processes. With the recent funding at Hara there came a new set of management leaders who 
bring in more expertise, own ideas and aspirations for the company. Garvin and Levesque 
(HBR.org, 2006), put it rightly by stating ‘’companies design HR systems to develop executives 
whose operational skills match the needs of mature businesses—not the strategic, conceptual, 
and entrepreneurial skills that start-ups require.’’ This proves the need for corporate 
entrepreneurs out of Hara’s new EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa) office in London because 
its operations resemble a new startup business unit. At the same time the senior management 
is addressing key customer-driven marketing strategy decisions (Kotler et al., 1996) —how to 
divide up markets into meaningful customer groups (segmentation), choose which customer 
groups to serve (targeting), create market offerings that best serve target customers 
(differentiation), and position the offerings in the minds of consumers (positioning). 
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Source: Kotler et al. (1996: 185) 
The intern studied the product by networking within the organisation before reading more 
about the industry trends on leading industry reports (Verdatix, 2011). To understand the 
company and the energy space it operated within he did a lot of research like competitive 
analysis, studied case studies and testimonials of existing customers, drew the 4 p’s, Porter’s 
five forces to understand the market environment drew up a marketing plan, designed & 
created a new innovative demand generation program and relentlessly pursued the senior 
management for approval because he believed in his idea to generate quality leads through a 
survey campaign. He had to win the votes of all existing internal management stakeholders 
predominantly within sales and marketing before getting the necessary funding to drive the 
plan. Garwin & Levesque (HBR.org, 2006) state that ‘’New businesses are therefore difficult to 
finance for long periods, and in times of austerity, they are the first to face funding cuts.’’ With 
yet another worldwide recession dangerously looming large (Financial Express, 2011) the EMEA 
operations spending was being watched carefully. Morris et al (2001: 414) identifies that there 
are issues around budgetary support for entrepreneurship and says that there is limited 
evidence about what kind of projects receive funding.  From a sample of large companies, out 
of fourty nine projects that were innovative twenty nine of them received funding (Koen, 2000). 
One of the vital reasons for winning funding for these innovative projects was it had to be a 
strategic fit for the company. Few other factors including carefully selecting and developing a 
good working relationship, competitiveness of the market place and request for low startup 
funds. The credibility of the team had an impact on the level of funding (Koen, 2000). The 
proactive demand generation approach took a lot of time, networking and passionate 
convincing to various stakeholders to prove the idea would work before the intern received an 
approval to kick-start the demand generation program through the survey campaign. Morris et 
al, (2001: 120) states that – ‘’Proactiveness entails an action orientation, tenacity in moving an 
idea forward towards implementation, and an emphasis on anticipating and preventing 
problems before they occur. Proactiveness also includes creative interpretation of rules, skills at 
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networking and leveraging of resources and a high level of persistence and patience in affecting 
a change.’’ It is also noted that the later set of characteristics are more relevant especially in 
government enterprises.  To conclude the MBA intern was able to both expertly use the 
richness of his own experience through a corporate internship at Hara software and based his 
interactive insights and rapport with his subjects partly on this experience and also to collect 
information in a very systematic way (Wisker, 2008). His contribution (Appendix section) proves 
his ability to be the corporate entrepreneur as a sales leader.
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Conclusion: 
Traditionally entrepreneurship has been associated only with the founding teams at 
corporations. But in recent times intrapreneurship has gained popularity amongst academics 
and big corporations are increasingly looking to attract intrapreneurs to grow faster than the 
competition. The research study has tried to discover and capture those aspects every  sales 
leader must be aware of before embracing the big challenge of being an intrapreneur today so 
they can be better prepared to succeed at work. The academic research to connect a corporate 
entrepreneur is scarce and this research will provide additional insight to business leaders. Out 
of six respondents, everyone believed that intrapreneurship is an important aspect and while it 
is important within the sales function, it can also be an effective practice across the board, 
across all functions. It shows the importance and relevance of the research objective as well. 
But it is still yet to be found out if the concept of corporate entrepreneurship becomes more 
feasible in mid to large sized organizations versus in a start-up, where usually few wear multiple 
hats and perform a variety of roles irrespective of sales or marketing or human resource 
functions due to limited funds.  
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Appendices 
1. Appendix 1  - Demand Generation Program for HARA EMEA 
 
Pilot program: Survey calls to the prospects in the UK 
Objective: To generate warm leads to funnel & build the pipeline for the next 2 quarters 
& ideally create awareness about Hara. 
Results: 
· Identify which companies are burning, hot, warm, cold (Heat=Intensity to buy)  
· Competitive intelligence which will ideally help draw SWOT 
· CRM update, clean up & new contacts 
· Upcoming marketing  activities will reach a wider audience & warm them up before our 
top hunters are after them because of new potential stakeholders identified by navigating 
through different departments 
· Helps spot the opportunities & trends 
· Facilitate better alignment of marketing activities because of valuable survey/sales 
insight 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Detailed flow to do this survey is as follows: 
(The flow for the survey varies based on the type of prospect we are speaking to) 
1. For prospects who have never heard of such software capabilities 
2. For prospects who are familiar but aren’t using any software yet 
3. For prospects who are familiar & are using a software presently 
The number of questions are more for certain types of prospects depending on the time & intensity of the 
chat. The time essence is kept in mind, did mock runs to clock average time per successful connect which 
ranges between 6-10 minutes. It will be essential to have a survey caller guideline to not call any prospect 
who was contacted by us through phone/email in the last week. 
The mention & use of whitepaper in the survey call is only a suggestion and possibly an effective bait 
to get people interested & also get the right email addresses. It is not a must have & so isn’t a barrier to 
the plan. (This whitepaper can produce better results if it is written by an industry expert from Hara.) We 
could also tweak the survey to suggest that we look forward to sending the whitepaper in about 2 months 
(indicating research time). 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Hara: Hi I’m Johnson Crasta calling from Hara Software. How are you doing? 
Prospect: I’m good, what’s this about? 
Hara: I am a MBA student doing my project on ‘how energy & environment management 
software change the way we think today’; and needed opinions from industry experts to 5 
short questions that will help me with my dissertation research. Will wrap this up in 3 
minutes real quickly. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
ü Type 1: For prospects who have never heard of such software capabilities 
 
1. Are you involved with any environmental or energy management initiatives at your 
company? 
2. Which energy & environment management software are you using or evaluating? 
3. What worries you the most about energy management at work? 
4. Would you like to know how this software may help you at work? Your email address? 
5. Are you open to receiving a whitepaper or having a discussion/demo? 
6. Who else would be interested/involved in such environmental & energy management 
initiatives at your company? 
 
Type 2: For prospects who are familiar but aren’t using any software yet 
 
1. Are you involved with any environmental or energy management initiatives at your 
company? 
2. What worries you the most about energy management at work? 
3. If I may ask, which energy & environment management software are you using or 
evaluating? (Answer will be no) 
4. Just curious, any particular reason why you are not using one? 
5. How & when did you hear about them? (can be skipped if pressed for time or omitted totally – 
leaving it to your judgement. Ask only if applicable) 
6. Would you be interested to discuss about how Hara software can help with 
environment/energy management challenges (or perhaps a whitepaper may be? /Who else 
would you bring along to the discussion?) 
Type 3: For prospects who are familiar & are using a software presently 
1. Are you involved with any environmental or energy management initiatives at your 
company? 
2. What worries you the most about environment & energy management at work? 
3. If I may ask, which energy & environment management software are you using or 
evaluating? 
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4. Is the software able to help you with everything from tracking, monitoring initiatives, 
automatically report, analyse & suggest strategies to optimize as well? (need help to 
come up with something better and much short) 
5. What else would you like such software do for you? 
6. Would you be interested to discuss about how Hara software can help with 
environment/energy management challenges (or perhaps a whitepaper may be? /Who else 
would you bring along to the discussion?) 
 
2. Appendix 2 – White paper customisation 
Potential Pointers to add to the existing US Whitepaper before European distribution - Energy Elephant 
whitepaper 
 
· Telecom: 
ü Verdantix Says Five Of Europe’s Telcos Will Achieve Commercial Success By 
Differentiating Services On Energy And Environmental Performance. In the European 
telecoms market, AT&T, BT, Orange, Swisscom and Telefonica will improve their ability 
to win contracts for services like telepresence, cloud computing, smart meters and web 
hosting because they differentiate their services with superior energy and environmental 
performance. “Our study found that telecoms operators who can’t communicate their own 
energy, environment and sustainability performance are now at a competitive 
disadvantage” commented Verdantix Director, David Metcalfe. 
· Manufacturing: 
ü News International has built the largest and most energy efficient print plant in the world 
in Broxbourne, England, to print its newspapers, representing a 30% improvement in 
efficiency over the old plant. 
ü Rising energy costs are major concern for UK manufacturers : Rising energy costs 
are of a greater concern to manufacturers than labour costs, falling consumer spend and 
the administrative burden of regulation, according to a new survey by the Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers. Institution of Mechanical Engineers President John Wood said: 
“The UK is showing clear international leadership by moving forward with its transition to 
a low carbon economy, and this is going to mean higher energy costs for everybody.’’ 
· Real Estate: 
ü Energy Audits: Generating robust data for energy efficiency actions (Attached document 
page 7). Energy audits even are (or will be in the future) mandatory for large energy 
consumers (Bulgaria) or for companies and private investors applying for subsidies or low 
interest loans (Austria, Germany). In Finland, subsidised energy audits for private service 
buildings were made a mandatory element in the energy conservation agreements of 
1999. 
ü Denmark set targets for new builds in 2015 and 2020 at or lower than the passive-energy 
house standard. 
ü The UK reported rolling out mandatory Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) for all 
buildings on sale or for lease. (Page 6) 
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Governing bodies: 
· ISO 50001: 
ü Substantial improvements in energy efficiency with positive financial impacts have been 
experienced both by a major company and by a small business taking part in a pilot 
programme to test the new ISO 50001 energy management standard. ISO Secretary-
General Rob Steele told the international audience of nearly 200 people attending the 
event: “Energy is no longer a technical issue, but a management issue with an impact on 
the bottom line and the time to address the issue is now.” 
ü ISO Secretary-General Rob Steele said: "Energy is critical to organisational operations 
and can be a major cost to organisations, whatever their activities. An idea can be gained 
by considering the use of energy through the supply chain of a business, from raw 
materials through to recycling.” 
ü Ken Hamilton, Director, Global Energy and Sustainability Services, Hewlett Packard, 
described ISO 50001 as a “very pragmatic standard” which will help companies to 
integrate energy management with business practices. It will allow multinational 
companies like Hewlett Packard to reduce energy costs and increase the efficiency of 
energy use throughout global supply chains. 
ü ISO 50001 was developed as the future International Standard for energy management 
by the International Organization for Standardisation (ISO) in 2008. It aim is to bring 
together energy management not just across Europe, but across the entire globe. It will 
provide public and private sector organisations with management strategies to increase 
energy efficiency, reduce costs and improve energy performance. 
· European Parliament: 
ü Energy efficiency: a key priority of Europe’s Energy Strategy 2011-2020 
ü In the framework of the new Europe 2020 strategy, the Commission has entered into a 
dialogue with Member States on how to determine national targets, which would facilitate 
tighter monitoring of progress towards the EU common objective as well as more regular 
adjustment of national strategies. Günther H. Oettinger, European Commissioner for 
Energy - ‘’By 2015 every EU Member State should be fully integrated into the new 
infrastructure.’’ 
ü The targets set by the Energy Europe 2020 Strategy is pressurising the public sector 
which is at the same time part of the problem and part of the solution to greater energy 
efficiency. Buildings & Transport are seen as the biggest areas of savings (Page 9 & 10) 
ü Besides direct financing measures, some Member States allow rebates in taxation for 
investments in energy efficiency, as mentioned e.g. in the Belgian and French NEEAP. 
The energy tax in the Netherlands is a levy on energy consumption and covers all sectors. 
In the UK, the Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECA) scheme provides businesses in the 
tertiary sector a first year 100% tax allowance on designated energy efficient equipment 
investments. (Page 10) 
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ü  
ü The spectrum of financial incentives for the industry and tertiary sector is quite broad 
throughout the EU Member States. They are offered as soft loans, grants, direct subsidy 
schemes, tax reductions. (Page 8) 
ü In  Norway, EM is promoted as an integrated part of the industrial energy efficiency 
programmes (Enova). The European standard for EM has been adapted as a national 
standard (NS-EN 16001). (Page 11) 
ü The Slovak Republic supports through EU structural funds a system of industrial energy 
consumption monitoring and control, which includes installation and modernization of 
energy monitoring and management systems. (Page 11) 
Energy Saving targets of EU Member states till 2016 
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3. Appendix 3 – Demand Generation Result and reason for 
intrapreneur satisfaction in one month. 
 
The Red colour signifies that the deal or sales is more likely to happen and is progressing smoothly, the 
opportunities marked in orange have slightly better chances in closing than those marked in yellow. 
4. Appendix 3 – Example of two appreciation emails 
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5. Appendix 4 – Skanska Award and opportunity discovery 
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6. Appendix 5 – Example of Target markets and companies after research 
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7. Appendix 6 – Example of Competitor research 
 
8. Appendix 8 – Example of research on Potential tradeshows to attend 
Hi Nick, 
The UBM group runs an Energy Management event in October. The show attendee profile 
matches the energy prospect job titles (page 4-5) we want to target but also potentially attracts 
potential partners from consultancies who may already be working on energy management 
projects. 
The brochure has names like Dyson (Hara prospect) and PwC (Partner) too. There are quite a lot 
of names that ring a bell; from the top 10+ cherries researched & picked (BASE London list). The 
following picture is just one slide to show you how well aligned they are to Hara’s messaging & 
future strategy. It may be interesting to even consider having our subject matter experts speak at 
the event as an industry speaker. I have attached the results from independent research Energy 
Solutions commissioned Redshift Research to conduct on the energy market which may be of 
interest. 
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9. Appendix 6 – An example  - Challenges of a sales leadership role 
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10. Appendix 7 – Tradeshow attendee list research and prioritisation 
BASE London List Analysis – Top 10 + Cherries picked 
1. British Gas 
Note: 
ü Must qualify through a telephonic conversation, if the head of energy solutions was there 
to fish for ideas to develop own internal solutions or partner with companies like Hara to 
increase their visibility as a green energy company by extending its offerings to its 
corporate clients who are worried about brand image and their end suppliers like British 
Gas. This could potentially be a real big deal if it works out for British Gas as Centrica the 
parent company has other massive business units and one of them is British Gas. 
ü Contacts: 
o Chris Ronketti – Head of Energy Solutions. Based in Twickenham (Attended 
trade show) 
o Shida Basiti – Sr. Head of Energy Solutions. (Attended the tradeshow). About her: 
Responsibility for developing, growing and creating new relationships across a 
target base of clients within the LA,Social Housing sector and government 
agencies. Promoting and delivering energy solutions including CERT,CESP, 
Microgen and CHI 
o Lucy Simpson - New Product Development Manager, British Gas New Energy at 
Centrica(Based in Twickenham) She works closely with Chris Ronketti; 
Responsible for developing new propositions for domestic and commercial 
customers across the areas of microgeneration, renewable heat and energy 
efficiency. Her current key focus area is developing British Gas' Green Deal Go 
Early proposition, which spans all product areas within British Gas New Energy. 
(Looks like Nick Martin has a  1st degree connection) 
o Martin Orrill - Head of Energy Technology and Innovation at British Gas New 
Energy (Based in Coventry) 
o Gearoid Lane - Managing Director at British Gas New Markets (Based in 
Twickenham) 
o Lucy Darch - Senior Head of Energy Solutions at British Gas Community 
Energy(based in Oxford). She could be an influencer. 
o Betsy Bassis - Managing Director, Community Energy at British Gas (Based in 
London, looks like Nick Martin at Hara may be connected to her on LinkedIn) 
 
2. London Development Agency (LDA) 
Note: Please refer the PPT attachment first. 
ü RE:NEW is an area-based scheme for London residents. Why is the LDA involved? - It is 
recognised that existing programmes in London do not have the capacity to deliver the carbon 
savings needed to help the capital meet its carbon emission reduction targets of 60% by 2025. The 
main aim of RE:NEW is to pull all these programmes together to develop a single scheme that can 
be rolled out across the capital. The LDA has approval to invest over £9 million over three years to 
2012. RE:NEW is a partnership between the LDA, Greater London Authority (GLA), London 
Councils, the Energy Saving Trust and the 33 London boroughs. The genesis of the programme 
lies with London Futures and their desire to build a pan-London programme. This is Hara’s 
opportunity to showcase how we impacted our customers who are US cities and municipalities. 
ü They could be working with HP our partner on this and if so contact person at HP is 
Andrew Hollister, Client Principal at HP 
ü Contacts: 
o Peter North – Head of Energy Supply at LDA (Based in London) Attended trade 
show 
o Ross Hudson, Programme Officer, Climate Change Mitigation & Energy, Greater 
London Authority, +44 0207 983 4812, ross.hudson@london.gov.uk (Based in 
London) Attended trade show. 
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o Sallu Dagli – Project Manager (Attended the Trade show) The hyperlink to his 
name will lead one to more names he closely works with. 
o Robert Tudway, Principal Strategy Officer – Environment, LDA  
o Sharon Wong - Principal Project Manager at LDA 
o Rachael Knowland - RE:NEW Programme Manager at the LDA. 
rachaelknowland@lda.gov.uk,  About her profile: I am a highly skilled Project 
Manager with a focus on environmental projects. I currently deliver the RE:NEW 
(Home energy efficiency for tomorrow) project which is a London-wide project 
retrofitting water and energy efficiency measures in London’s homes at scale. I 
am responsible for delivering the project, ensuring targets and outputs are met 
within the agreed timeframes and budget, whilst also driving the project 
strategically and managing the very complex partner relationships. I combine the 
essential project management skills with those of stakeholder engagement and 
am passionate about what I do. 
o Emma Strain - Head of Environment at LDA. Works closely with Rachael. 
(Attended the tradeshow too) About her: Responsible for delivery of the Mayor's 
"Low carbon capital" work and the development and delivery of projects to 
mitigate climate change. Programmes focus on improving the energy efficiency 
of homes and public buildings in London. Significant focus on securing innovative 
mechanisms for financing projects. 
 
Her current portfolio and budget in hand is as follows: 
RE:NEW home retrofit programme (£9m) 
RE:FIT public sector building retrofit programme (£3m) 
RE:FIT2 off balanced sheet funded building retrofit 
London Green Fund - funding up to £50m for RE:FIT 
RE:CONNECT low carbon zones (£3m) 
Better Buildings Partnership (£0.5m) 
o Emma Jones - Director at Impetus Consulting Ltd (She heads the environment 
consulting company LDA is working with. In December 2008, Emma and Joanne 
were both appointed by the UK Department of Communities & Local Government 
to a national panel of Local Improvement Advisors (LIA) who will be supporting 
the delivery of the national improvement and efficiency strategy. Specialising in 
Climate Change and Environmental Leadership, Emma and Joanne Wade 
(connected with Nick Martin) have been appointed to undertake assignments 
across the country until 2011. 
o Isabel Dedring - Mayor's Environment Adviser at Greater London Authority (She 
is really powerful if we can schedule a meeting with her.) 
o Roger Simpson-Jones, RE:FIT Programme Consultant (Attended the trade show) 
About him: He is an independent consultant who previously was employed by 
LDA. His assignments include: 
Delivering highly innovative pan-UK public sector climate change / buildings 
energy efficiency programme at the Greater London Authority, Shaping the 
climate change and business change product offerings at two leading 
international consultancies, Leading new strategic business development at 
energy services companies, Supporting major bid programmes. All of this 
suggests that he could introduce us to his clients for mutual gain too. (must probe 
more during the qualification call.) 
o Michelle Rea - Publications and Editorial Manager at LDA (Attended trade show). 
About her: Manages the implementation of the LDA’s branding throughout the 
Agency and also by delivery partners; advising on design, accessibility and use. 
(Encourage her to see how our clients have benefitted and focus the pitch 
around brand building and sustenance of the brand, City of London) 
o Martin Powell - Director of Projects at London Development Agency 
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o Simon Mills - Head of Sustainable Development at City of London (Attended the 
trade show) and could be responsible for the City of London deal. His profile: 
Oversee development and implementation of performance management and 
reporting systems for Sustainability and CR. Provide advice to senior 
management on the latest developments in CR and Sustainability, and 
recommend corporate responses thereon. Advise the City Bridge Trust, London’s 
largest charitable grant making body on Sustainable Development Issues. 
Develop and oversee the implementation of policy on Sustainability and CR 
across a broad range of policy areas- from Sustainable Finance and Carbon 
Trading, to “Big Society” and Fairtrade. Identify opportunities and negotiate 
partnerships at the highest level with a broad range of stakeholders- from private 
sector to government and NGO. Represent, and speak on behalf of the City of 
London at a broad range of conferences, seminars and meetings. Manage a 
wide range of highly complex multi-stakeholder projects ranging from community 
projects to the Sustainable City Awards, the UK’s foremost sustainable business 
awards scheme. 
o Jacob Adekunle - Energy Consultant at City of London 
o Leo Johnson, a partner in PricewaterhouseCoopers specialising in Sustainability. 
He is the brother of Boris Johnson, Mayor of London. (We must be able to pull 
some strings there because of our partnership). Leo is also cofounder of 
Sustainable Finance Ltd, sustainability advisers to more than 50 leading banks and 
corporates. He and his team could bear be the face of Hara’s entry to enter all 
financial institutions we want to target. 
 
3. Wilmott Dixon 
Note: 
ü Savills and Willmott Dixon launch joint venture to develop private rented housing. UK’s 
second largest privately owned construction and development company, plan to operate 
across England through a series of regional partnerships with local public sector bodies 
and private sector landowners. The plan is to work with land owners to maximise the 
value of their land assets and bring forward sites that would otherwise be undeveloped. 
ü Contacts: 
o George Martin – Head of Sustainability (Attended the tradeshow) 
o Carl Buckingham - Head of Energy & Sustainability at Willmott Dixon Support 
Services. About him: Carl reports to the division’s chief executive officer Chris 
Durkin and will oversee its energy and low carbon strategy as part of a Group-
wide commitment to become a carbon neutral business by 2012. Carl will further 
develop Willmott Dixon’s sustainable offering for the Support Services sector, 
where the company is responsible for the repair and maintenance of over 
100,000 properties, mainly in social housing through its Willmott Dixon 
Partnerships brand. Key areas of Carl’s focus will be to strengthen the growing 
reputation of one of the countries top privately owned contractors with respect to 
energy and sustainability. 
o Matthew Keen - Project Manager at Willmott Dixon Capital Works 
 
4. LDA Design & Transport of London & various councils/counties who attended 
Note: 
ü Clients of LDA Design are a mixed bag of developers, corporates, land owners, 
regeneration agencies, government departments, local authorities, renewable energy 
firms and educational establishments. The detailed list has some very prestigious logos. 
ü If you notice they work with a whole bunch of government departments and local 
authorities across UK and the there were many representatives from some of these 
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councils and Olympic organisations attend this tradeshow – take a look at the list and call 
them too. Find out if they were there on their own or are they working with any consulting 
company, if yes was it LDA Design.  
ü Contacts: 
o Helen Pearce - Associate, Energy & Climate Change at LDA Design (Attended 
the tradeshow). Her profile: Helen Pearce worked in AECOM’s Sustainable 
Development Group as an energy specialist and prior to that was sustainability 
adviser at Transport for London.  At LDA Design, she will develop energy and 
climate change strategies for masterplans, major new developments, landowners 
and communities as well as advising local authorities on planning policy and 
delivery strategies for renewable and low carbon energy infrastructure. 
o Rob Shaw - Director of Sustainability & Climate Change at LDA Design 
o Neil Mattinson – Partner at LDA Design. +44 (0)20 7467 1470. His profile: Neil is 
leading the practice's design and delivery programme for the London 2012 
Olympic Park. The sustainable ethos, which underpins the project, sets it apart 
from all other Olympic sites and helped London to win the event for the UK. 
 
5. Transport for London & Crossrail 
Note: 
ü There is a close link with LDA Design details highlighted above. 
ü Crossrail and TfL launch tender process for one of the UK’s biggest station escalator 
orders. Contract worth up to £190m and covers both Crossrail and Tube stations. The 
interest is for the design, manufacture, installation and long-term maintenance of over 
100 escalators. The cost of designing, building and maintaining a single escalator is over 
£1m. TfL and Crossrail are undertaking a joint procurement for this major escalator order 
to realise significant cost savings that would not otherwise be achieved if separate, 
smaller orders were placed. Savings will also be realised by the adoption of a more 
standard escalator design across TfL and Crossrail. It is envisaged that around 60 
escalators will be required for the Crossrail stations in central London with around 45 
escalators required for London Underground’s major escalator replacement programme. 
The contract is also open to the whole TfL group and could be extended further to meet 
the future needs of Docklands Light Railway, London Overground as well as Tube 
maintenance firm Tube Lines. 
ü Contacts: 
o Steve Smith – Director, TFL (Attended the trade show) 
o Michele Dix – Managing Director Planning, TFL (Attended the tradeshow) 
o Mike De Silva – Sustainability Manager at Crossrail Ltd (Attended the tradeshow) 
o Rob Paris - Head of Planning, Environment & Transport at Crossrail 
o Neil Farmer, IT Director at Crossrail based in Colchester. His profile: To develop 
the IT strategy that will deliver a robust, secure and fit for purpose set of business 
systems and infrastructures to support successful delivery of the Crossrail 
programme. 
o Conrad Footer - Head of IT Services at Crossrail, based in Sutton About him: 
Responsible for all IT shared services delivered within the live environment, 
management of outsourced IT Partners, Service Delivery and Support process 
and functional design of support organisation. And had worked at TfL for several 
years promoted in various IT roles. He was developing a long term Strategy for 
Network Services including those around infrastructure, process, people and 
tools as well as developing the network support around all major IM services 
which are increasingly user centric in their delivery. Responsible for the overall 
management and governance of Network shared services and outsourced 
provision of Network IT services as well consolidating and the convergence of 
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network technologies employed across TfL in order to improve cost and 
efficiency of the services delivered. 
o David Cheetham, IT Project Manager at Crossrail, based in Reading 
o There were a whole bunch of rail engineering & consulting companies related to 
the rail industry on the list. They were probably there to get a small share of the 
pie and could potentially even be advisors to certain planning committee’s for 
these rail projects at Transport of London. 
 
6. Ove Arup & Partners Ltd 
Note: Arup is an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers, consultants and technical 
specialists offering a broad range of professional works. And across the energy sector – on both 
supply and demand – providing strategic advice and technical services to clients around the world.  
ü UK Government pushes forward with Building Information Modelling. The industry is at an 
early stage of adopting BIM and there is a way to go before its full potential can be 
realised. Arup has been pioneering this way of working for some time, collaborating with 
partners including contractors and architects. But many in the industry still need to 
engage with this approach, and these announcements raise the bar for everyone. 
ü Arup signs MoU with world’s largest civil engineering groups, the China Railway Group to 
pursue global projects. This strengthens an already close working relationship between 
the two groups as they look to exploit growing market opportunities in the Middle East, 
Africa, South America and South East Asia. 
ü Contacts: 
o Malcolm Ball – Associate Director (Attended the Trade show) 
o Darren Briggs – Associate Director (Attended the trade show) 
 
7. WSP 
Note: 
ü Contacts: 
o Cameron Brown – Associate Director (Attended the Trade show) 
o Andrew Bright – Technical Director (Attended the Trade show) 
o Terry A’Hearne - (Attended the Trade show) 
o Ben Dedman – Associate (Attended the Trade show) 
o Camilo Diaz – Associate Director (Attended the Trade show) 
o Susannah Fitzherbert-Brockholes, Sustainability and Climate Change Consultant 
(Attended the Trade show) 
o Chris Miller-Jones - Principal Environmental Advisor at WSP Environment & 
Energy based out of Abingdon, Oxfordshire 
o Anna Walton - WSP Environment & Energy (works at GE too be careful) 
o Paul Toyne - Group Head of Sustainability at WSP Group 
 
8. Skanska 
Note: Skanska is one of the world’s leading project development and construction groups with 
expertise in construction, development of commercial and residential projects and public-private 
partnerships -  from financing projects, through design and construction right through to facilities 
management, operation and maintenance. Based on its global green experience, Skanska aims 
to be the clients' first choice for Green solutions. The Group currently has 52,000 employees in 
selected home markets in Europe, in the US and Latin America. Headquartered in Stockholm, 
Sweden and listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, Skanska's sales in 2010 totalled around 
£11 billion. In June 2011, they were named the Greenest company in the UK across all industries 
in the  Sunday Times Best Green Companies Awards.  They seek to use their position to 
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influence both their clients and their supply chain to make more sustainable decisions, taking a 
longer-term view over the infrastructure they develop. 
ü They are currently looking for solutions like Hara. The competition is open to all current 
and prospective members of Skanska’s supply chain. We are looking for green solutions 
with the potential to be incorporated into our future projects that achieve one or more of 
the following: Minimize Energy Consumption, Use alternative, renewable energy sources, 
Reduce embodied carbon, Reduce material waste, Eliminate the use of hazardous 
substances, Reduce potable waster consumption 
ü Contacts: 
o Richard Byers – Associate Director (Attended the Trade show) 
o Henry Carruthers – Project Director (Attended the Trade show) 
o Jennifer Clark – Head of Environment (Attended the Trade show) 
o Please check for other contacts in the list. 
 
9. E.ON Sustainable Energy 
Note: 
ü Self Energy UK working with E.ON wins framework contract for UK’s Buildings Energy 
Efficiency Programme (BEEP) - now RE:FIT. 
ü Contacts: 
o Duncan Child – Sr. Carbon Consultant (Attended the Trade show) 
o Jeremy Bungey – Head pf Community Energy (Attended the Trade show) 
o Andrew Carter – Carbon Consultant (Attended the Trade show) 
o Michael Woodhead, MD E.ON Sustainable Energy 
o Richard Scott, Head of Carbon Consulting 
o The Self Energy UK Management Team 
Please check the list for other contacts 
 
10. Cofely District Energy Ltd 
Note: Cofely is a GDF SUEZ company. Cofely is the European leader in energy and 
environmental efficiency services, designing and implementing solutions to help businesses and 
public authorities make better use of energy, whilst reducing environmental impacts. Cofely offers 
a unique combination of service expertise, from the design, installation and management of local 
& renewable energy solutions, to the operational delivery of integrated facilities services. Cofely in 
the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland (UK & ROI) has a turnover of £300 million, and 
employs 2,700 across 23 regional offices. Cofely operates on 13,000 customer sites throughout 
the UK & ROI, totalling over 12.4 million sq m. of managed space. Cofely is part of GDF SUEZ 
Energy Services, one of the six business lines of GDF SUEZ which employs 76,000 people with a 
turnover of €13.5 billion in 2010. GDF SUEZ is one of the leading energy providers in the world, 
active across the entire energy chain. 
ü Awarded a three-year contract with global packaging company Amcor Flexibles to 
provide a range of technical facilities services at its food packaging manufacturing site. 
Amcor is one of the leading manufacturers of plastic, fibre, glass and metal packaging 
solutions for consumers worldwide. The company operates in over 300 sites spread over 
43 countries and employs 35,000 people worldwide. 
ü Cofely's low carbon energy for Leicester. signed a 25 year contract with Leicester City 
Council (LCC) to link and extend four existing district heating schemes across the City of 
Leicester. The work will be delivered through a new subsidiary company – Leicester 
District Energy Company – with an investment of £14m by Cofely and additional funding 
from the Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) 
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ü Cofely District Energy, subsidiary of Cofely UK, has secured £200,000 from Department 
of Energy and Climate Change’s (DECC) Deep Geothermal Challenge Fund. the 
Southampton District Energy Scheme serves buildings within a 2km radius of the energy 
centre, via 12km of insulated distribution pipe. Users include TV studios, a hospital, a 
university, a shopping centre, a civic centre, residential buildings and a hotel. 
ü Cofely wins ‘Soft Facilities Management' with CA Technologies. awarded a three year 
contract (with additional two year option) by Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL) to provide a wide 
range of ‘soft’ facilities management services to CA Technologies. Covering nine office 
buildings, the contract was awarded following a rigorous competitive tender exercise. The 
services that COFELY will provide include cleaning and window cleaning, transport, pest 
control and waste management, as well as more specialist support for a fitness centre 
and Montessori child development centre. 
ü Cofely VISION™: (Integrated Facilities solution) is a fully integrated management 
framework that brings together key building and workplace management elements – 
including catering, cleaning, security, operation and maintenance, energy and 
environment, and project work – to incorporate best practices, add value and improve 
quality across the integrated facilities spectrum. It basically creates a service strategy 
made up of personalised components that add real value for stakeholders and transfer 
risk to COFELY. And this is where Hara can add value to their offering and may be 
saving much more. 
ü Contacts: 
o  
o Paul Bean – Manager (Attended the Trade show) 
o Jo Barnes - Office Administrator (Attended the Trade show) 
o Mark Covington Business Development Manager (Attended the Trade show) 
o John De Boissiere – Business Support (Attended the Trade show) 
o Simon Woodward - Chief Executive of Cofely District Energy 
o Dr Emma Fieldhouse - Environmental Manager at the University of Leicester 
o Cllr Paul Westley - Cabinet Lead for Housing at LCC 
 
11. Balfour Beatty WorkPlace 
Note: They are one of the approved suppliers to RE:FIT and they are massive enough to be our 
customer too. And I think BalfourBetty uses CarbonSystems presently 
ü Contacts: 
o Tatiana Daniel - Sustainability Manager (Attended the Trade show) 
o David Bailey - Supply Chain Manager (Attended the Trade show) Based in 
Enfield 
o Jonathan Garrett, Group Head of Sustainability at Balfour Beatty, Based in 
Twickenham 
o Vince Hanning - Head of Supply Chain at Balfour Beatty Construction. 
vincehanning@gmail.com 
o Martin Burholt - Sector Director at Balfour Beatty WorkPlace Based in Brighton. 
His profile: Management and development of Government Services sector. He 
could be influential in pitching us to all of government services sector. 
o John Pettley - Senior Soft Services Manager 
o Chloe Noble - Soft Services Manager 
o  Charlie Neilson,, Operations Manager at Balfour Beatty Workplace, Based in 
Kirkcaldy. His profile: Day to day operational responsibilities for a PFI hospital in 
Edinburgh, TFM delivery for both Technical and Soft Services delivery. He is the 
top guy all the soft FM guys report to I guess. 
12. MITIE 
Note: They are a competitor of Cofely and have 4 divisions focussed on facilities, technical 
facilities, property & asset management services. Work with a wide range of clients in private 
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sector: Finance and professional, Manufacturing, Technology and communications, Retail, 
Property management, Utilities, Transport and logistics, Construction, Leisure, public sector 
Government, Social housing, Education, Healthcare. They are one of the approved suppliers to 
RE:FIT and the real contacts for us to speak with may be at the company thy acquired Dalkia FM 
which does a range of energy efficient solutions for sustainable energy for users in the UK to 
reduce carbon emissions and energy costs.  (attached PPT) 
ü Contacts: 
o Chris Butlin – Energy Development Manager (Attended the Trade show) 
o Scott Evemy – Business Development Manager (Attended the Trade show) 
o Susan Luckhurst – Marketing Manager (Attended the Trade show) 
o Russell Thompson – Key Accounts Manager (Attended the Trade show) 
o Mike Sewell – Technical Facilities Management (Attended the Trade show) 
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11. Appendix 5 – Example of prospect research for notes before creating 
client presentation & meetings 
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